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Abstract
This thesis mainly addresses issues related to passive motion and its necessity
for various applications of industrial robots. It is motivated by the increasing need
to have more exible and cost eective way of changing existing original versions of
industrial servo controllers with minimal eort and cost. And further, by doing so,
robots are improved with the exibility, safety and robustness of factory automation
systems in uncertain work environments.
The thesis mainly focuses on two issues: 1) Flexible motion against passive con-
tact forces from an external environment acting on existing general purpose industrial
type robot arms, and 2) Analyze the existing technologies against the force compli-
ance passive motion control (alias of Force-free control-FFC) and its extensions, which
are more emphasized based on applications oriented total behavior simulations under
real robot parameters and conditions. Theoretical derivations and model develop-
ment of the common industrial mechatronic servo systems including their application
constrains are also provided with appropriate explanations. The dynamic and kine-
matic attributes of dierent versions of force compliance passive motion controllers
are explained in details with required mathematical models and also provided the
explicit proofs of derived equations.
A considerable weight is given to an application of teleoperation, based on exist-
ing industrial type robots. The proposed approach vigorously highlighted that need-
less of major hardware or costly original factory tted control architecture changes.
In addition to that fault tolerance aspects are considered. Moreover, loses and delays
during communication of data through networks are also illustrated in places which
they are underlying, and with faithful experiments.
The core of the entire research is focused based on the force compliance passive
motion control (FCPMC or FFC) technique and its derivatives. However, the above
technique is derived based on the dynamic compensations of gravity and friction
forces combined with inverse characteristics of the industrial type servo controller and
parameters. Therefore, research is again extended to establish the above controller
based on twofold intelligent controller representations. Initially, a Gaussian neural
network model representation is introduced to eliminate the errors incurred due to
uncertainty of parameter estimations (eg: interference dynamic eect of multi-link
industrial articulated platforms) in original model based analytical approach. Then,
the Gaussian network is also further improved by means of initial state of the weights
determination fortied the authenticity of Gaussian-neural network implementation,
hence, an industry expertise heuristics being adapted during initial estimations of
weights to govern the correct performance of the controller.
Besides, one of the early development models of force-free control by indepen-
dent compensation was derived by conning the speed of the robot movements to
\very low" thus, such assumption was questioned and argued. This thesis also pro-
vides the algebraic analytical solution to the subjective issue and for which Genetic
Algorithm (GA) is used to evaluate optimal values for coecients.
Throughout the research, experiments were carried out by using a Performer
MK3s industrial type robot and for all simulations were also carried out based on
same real robot parameters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This research work is respectively bounded on mechatronics aspects of industrial
robot control strategies, especially passive motion and compliance against external
forces are being extensively studied and discussed. Therefore, following section is
given for more specic and sensible coverage of a historical background and some of
the milestones of relative researches.
The Universal Automation, later shortened to Unimation was established by
Engleberger known as rst robot company, who was later known to be the father of
robotics [1]. Meantime, with collaboration of George Devol, who worked with Engle-
berger, designed the rst programmable robot called \Unimates" in 1954 and which
was held the patent for the rst industrial robot in history [2]. First ever computer
controlled robot was developed by MIT scientist named Ernst in 1961, details of the
design is described in [3]. The rapid increment and development in robotics hard-
ware, research and theoretical innovations made robotics into an emerging industrial
discipline at later stages. In 1980's robot manufacturing and programming indus-
try entered a new era that growing rapidly as being a sunrise technology. Thereby,
many companies were introduced and conducted programs and courses for robotics
in industrial applications. Although, in late 70's and 80's most of the researches were
devoted to nd out the correct dynamic models and their optimal control systems of
the industrial robot manipulators. Those aspects were not only emerging but also
found to be the most critical task even today itself, for which, large number of high
calibre researchers are interested in nding the optimal congurations. In last few
decades a lot of contributions were seen upon such research topics and some of the
crucial work have been identied, a few of the indirect but relatively useful scenarios
are cited in following sections.
1.1 Historical background and overview
1.1.1 Mechatronics and robotics
Industrial robots by nature, provide fast, and even accurate performance in long run,
and also maintaining high performances in repetitive tasks. They are mostly employed
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in assembling, handling and manufacturing processes in industry. To survive in the
industry, robot designs should be inline with low cost and reduced complexity on
handling, and system features such as eciency, precision etc., have mainly been
compromised appropriately based on the industrial trade-os. Mechatronic structure
of the robot can generally be described as interconnection of links by dierent kinds
of joints constitutes the mechanical structure of the robot and it is an open kinematic
chain by its nature too. Links could be either rigid (rigid link robots) or exible
(exible robots) while joints could be prismatic, revolute or twist type. Each joint is
equipped with a prime mover; generally an electric motor and sensors are devised to
detect position and velocity information of each joint to detect controlling attributes
and functions. The separate controllers are coupled to motion control of each joint
and PID category type controllers [4],[5] are generally popular in industrial robots due
to their ease of implementation and some signicant intrinsic robust characteristics
such as robust to large disturbances, which would proliferate the industrial application
benets.
In the classical control approach of the robot manipulators, the end-eector
motion is resolved into joint motions and actuate joints with rate and acceleration
control [6, 7, 8] schemes. Generally, homogeneous transformations are used to trans-
form arm motion to joint motions which are independently controlled [9, 10]. Al-
though, the cost of computed torque control methods [10] is very high, manipulators
dynamics based on Euler-Lagrange formulations can be adopted by using homoge-
neous transformations. In addition to that adaptive and robust control schemes were
highlighted in [11], and by using approximate dynamics (unmodeled) method is also
given for control manipulators with improved performance. On the other hand , in-
telligent computation methods were also proposed in [12, 13, 14] to learn the complex
dynamics of the robot manipulator and declared higher grade control performance
actions. Comprehensive study of industrial type robot manipulators was presented
in [15] with more insight illustrations. In [16] and [17, 18] describe that most suit-
able control architecture for industrial manipulator is the decoupled PI mechatronic
servo system, which is more consistently depicted in [19] and several examples were
illustrated in [20, 21, 22].
Decoupled version of PI servo controller clearly separate the input data for tra-
jectories from the servo controller as two independent compartments so that input
data for working trajectories can be implemented as o-line process which is very
convenient in user perspectives. Despite a fact of the o-line approach, trajectory
generation for input data should be carried out by careful consideration of physical
robot system constraints and parameters. Apart from the above, methods needed to
accurately grasp the full dynamics of robot manipulators is also much importance in
assuring the robustness of model-based control strategies such as computed torque
controllers, which are however rarely used in the context in popular industrial appli-
cations due to higher complexity and the cost of computation. The problem however
often encountered in the identication of dynamics of multi-link industrial manipu-
lators is the lack of knowledge of necessary data such as input joint torques or the
gains of the servo controllers. Studies done by [23] in 1986 and H. Kawasaki and K.
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Nishimura [24] in 1998 investigate the problems of identifying the inertia parameters
using the least-squares algorithm. Yet these methods need the input information
of joint torque, which needs special hardware changes in an industrial manipulator,
those are even non-motivating factors in business domain. Identication of dynamics
using articial neural networks (NN) has been studied in [25, 26, 27].
These methods suer from several drawbacks: one is the tendency of back-
propagation algorithms to converge to local minima. Another is that, in some of
these methods a trained NN depends on the sampling time width of the training
data. And also the other is that these methods do not make use of the inherent
structure of the dynamics of manipulators. Therefore the ability of these methods to
accurately grasp the dynamics of a manipulator with high degrees-of-freedom is still
questionable. C. Y. Su et al. [28] have proposed a hybrid method to control manipula-
tors driven by brush-less DC motors, which suers from the problem of computation
of the changing rate of the regression matrix, which is quite a challenging task. H.
Searaji et al. [29] and P. Fiorini et al. [30] have studied motion control of 7-degree-of-
freedom manipulators based on a conguration control approach by introducing user
dened conditions into the Jacobian matrix to eliminate redundancy. Addressing the
problem of inverse kinematic computation of redundant manipulators, a Lagrange
neural network based approach to control 7-degree-of-freedom manipulators has been
presented by J. Wang et al. [31]. Yet non-of these approaches are based on model
based control. C. C. Cheah et al. [32] has presented an approach to control robot ma-
nipulators with kinematic and dynamic uncertainties. Some derivations of stability
conditions are also given. G. Liu et al. [33] have investigated the problem of iden-
tifying the inertial parameters of a robot manipulator using a six-axis force/torque
sensor at the base of the manipulator.
A discussion on fuzzy structure and parameter identication of dynamics of
robot manipulators is given by M. R. Emami et al. [34]. J. Swevers et al. [35] have
developed a method to experimentally identify the dynamics of a manipulator using an
approach based on both internal and external models. The spatial operator approach
is reviewed in its application to robot manipulator dynamics identication. Besides,
current applications to modeling, simulation and control of space robot dynamics
and large molecular structures are outlined by [36]. R. Featherstone and D. Orin [37]
have given a good coverage of the algorithms used for derivation of the dynamics of
robots. D. K. Pai et al. [38] have given a framework for derivation of several forward
dynamics algorithms used in robots. An adaptive trajectory tracking control of a
robot manipulator with unknown dynamics, using NNs is given in [39].
Articial intelligence based controllers and trajectory generators are capable of
compensating uncertain phenomena like friction and inertia which are varied with
robot's conguration. They can be developed by means of principles of fuzzy logic,
genetic algorithm or neural network [40, 41, 42] etc. Furthermore, impedance control
is also quite often used as an eective way in improving the interaction between the
manipulator and environment, and it widely and practically adopted in industrial
practices successfully [43].
In addition to the generic explanation given for robot's basic constructional
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details, a more specic and detailed description is provided; pertaining to a common
typical articulated type industrial robot called Performer MK3, in [19] [44]. Performer
MK3s, which is the type has been used in entire thesis for experimentations and also
parameter values of the same have been used for most forms of simulations throughout
the research .
In history of evolution of robots, Japanese Industrial Association (JIA) identied
six categories, and those referring to robots dened by Japanese Industrial Association
are: 1. Manual handling devise, 2. Fixed sequence robot, 3. Sequence robot, 4.
Playback robot, 5. Numerical control robot, 6. Intelligent robot, respectively.
1.1.2 Force, Compliance and impedance control of industrial robotics
The manipulator control strategies for interaction tasks are grouped usually under
two categories: indirect force control and direct force control. The rst category
is given for cases such as a movement with an implicit force which is exerted by
the external environment or an operator feedback, which is generally applied for
controlling robot movements against uncertain forces. The second category is used in
cases where possibility of force to be controlled for desired value, through an explicit
force feedback [45, 46].
The classic impedance control approach describes taking contact force indirectly
by modeling the interaction as a mass-spring-damper system. The indirect relation-
ship is a consequence of force sign inuence on control law, the objective is to adapt
the manipulator dynamic behavior in contact with the environment and not to fulll
a position and/or force trajectory. This way, an explicit force feedback doesn't exist
in system, because, this signal just supplies the system impedance in contact with a
surface. Therefore, the fundamental principle of impedance control, described in [47],
is that the control system regulates the manipulator impedance, that is dened by
relationship between the speed and applied force.
Industrial type robot systems represent a particular group of exible automated
manufacturing systems, in which the contact force generation belongs to the most
complex and challenging tasks. The robotized technologies (machining, grinding, n-
ishing, welding, pulling out work, painting, cleaning etc.), based on the direct contact
between the robot tool and the product, have to deal with the problem of unwanted
features of this interaction. At the end of the reaching phase, after positioning to
a workplace, the number of degrees of freedom of the robot arm decreases and the
plant in the robot control system undergoes the structure modication. Histori-
cally, a list of the force compliance control techniques begins with the conventional
PID controllers [48, 49] and continues with more advanced adaptive control meth-
ods [50, 51] and robust algorithms [52, 53]. Most topical approaches are the methods
of sliding mode control [54], as well as the fuzzy control [55, 56] and neural network
approach [57, 58, 59]. The modern force control systems comprise the force-position
or velocity-position hybrid control [60, 61, 62], and impedance or admittance type
control [63, 64, 65] and their derived variations.
In addition to that the force control structures are mostly dependent on both
the features of the task and the environment of the robot. However, implementing a
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system that compliance the external forces or interaction forces between the environ-
ment and the robot, is generally a highly expensive and complex task if the original
version does not support for functional requirements. Costs of modications are really
high in practice and need high skilled technical support even from the robot man-
ufacturers so that most industrial managers reluctant to adopt those modications.
Therefore, externally pluggable module would be an alternative and an ideal solution
of cause. Therefore, this thesis is basically discussed how an external modication
to the original system, can oer the force compliance requirements against external
interactions on a working robot without disturbing to the original working capacity
as well as manufacture's factory tted control setups.
1.2 Motivation
However, in some important industrial business requirement cases such as grinding
or assembly operations rigidity of robot arms must be kept lower, because the exible
motion by external force is required [47, 66]. In general, industrial articulated robot
arms are designed to have high rigidity for application requirements of accurate po-
sitioning and contouring. Therefore, those robot arms are not adaptable to exible
motion requirements such as grinding and assembling with pulling work out cases, if
they are going to be used by their original form.
To realize exible motion of robot arms in industries, a exible device is attached
to the tip of the robot arm, or a torque limit is induced to the joint actuator, which is
named as \servo oat method" [67, 68]. The other established force control methods
such as impedance control and compliance control have been proposed to reduce the
rigidity of robot arms are also described in [66, 69]. However, those methods are
relatively complex and also required additional changes to the existing controllers of
industrial robots. Stems form the above fact that it is really valuable and important to
develop a external pluggable module that can be attached externally without changing
the original hardware or software congurations of the industrial robots. Hence, such
a module should be designed to be cost eective and light weight, rather than highly
complex once. Subjected module should also be capable of at least compliance the
external interactions rather than controlling the exact forces.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
The factors of this contribution represent the specic feature from the total model
based simulations of the FCPM/FFC (Force Compliance Passive Motion Control/
Force-free control) approches, earlier FFC was not analyzed based on mathematical
or structural or behavioral characteristics, but solely implement on a working robot.
However, lot of hidden characteristics were remained since earlier FFC was intro-
duced, as \unclaried". Therefore, comprehensive modeling and analysis required to
be performed for basic type of FFC at rst, since then vigourous attempts were repet-
itively undergone to solve the control model uncertain characteristics which were not
fully understood for long. To analyze the actual behavior of FFC, single arm char-
acteristics were identied after implementing integrated simulations which comprised
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of an analysis of a modular and intrinsic characteristics. Moreover, simulation study
has been expanded to behavior analysis of each of the FFC technique and its near
derivatives. Thus chapter 3 gives the detailed implementation of the integrated simu-
lation and analysis of FFC and comparisons of characteristics against with a general
impedance control approach. Finally, the Matlab/Simulink based full-edged inte-
grated simulation veries the implementation of the basic \Force Compliance Passive
Motion Control (FCPMC)" (or \Force-free control (FFC)" in short form) structures
and its modied extended versions.
Total simulations has drawn a satisfactory intention to apply the the FFC (or
FCPMC) to realize a part of teleoperation of industrial robots. Thereby, trajectory
generation for the remote side robot is carried out by means of FFC in the operat-
ing robot, which generates online data are being sent through a TCP/IP network to
the remote robot. The problem of the performance deterioration due to stochastic
environmental factors especially lighting inconsistencies. Therefore, an investigation
has been executed under above teleoperation system for dierent template matching
algorithms against dierent lighting levels, as an extension of a main research theme.
The lighting investigation was carried out to address the varying performance due
to lighting changes under dierent environmental conditions. In addition to that
integrated research was undergone to observe and clarify how a human operator per-
ception rectifying eciency and performance of the above mentioned teleoperation
system which is highly coupled with FFC. The consequence of the limited diversity
and number of users deform the results regression analysis, yet total correlation anal-
ysis brought the clear understanding of objective relationships, particularly under the
circumstances of system being operated by new users.
The provided approach of FFC and its derivative approaches always depend on
the modeling accuracy of the mechatronic servo systems of a robot arm. For all cases,
mainly, approximated dynamic model is used for synthesizing of inverse dynamics
which is not totally eliminated the negative inuence of the possible uncertainties
incurred when modeling of any real system. Which is obvious while preserving both
dynamics of the control process and desired limits on the real system variables. A
one solution is presented in the form of a non-linear formulation of dynamics using a
neural network where, a Gaussian objective function based method for compensating
correct dynamics to achieve smooth FFC behavior. The other solution is suggested to
address the optimization of FFC parameters which are driven the entire function of
the FFC. For which, a genetic algorithm is used to nd out the correct and optimal
coecients of the governing equation of FFC, by being directed the cost function
towards global minimum.
1.4 A Preview: Outline of the Thesis
The main objective and focus of this thesis are the design, modeling and analysis
of FCPMC control by means of integrated simulation and application realization by
using teleoperation system which consists of two industrial robot arms. The behavior
analysis investigations are also carried out for each of dierent FCPMC strategies.
Based on the contact force interactions, an integrated simulation is proceeded by
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comparing characteristics of FCPMC against impedance control which convention-
ally applied in industrial domain. Some of the unsolved issues concerning passive
motion against external forces; such as robot move to a desired location by applying
a small interactive force from human user, are also investigated through simulations.
Moreover, desired motion generation attribute is used to be applied in cases where
devising safety and fault tolerance against robot malfunctions caused by unexpected
interaction forces.
Flow of the thesis representation is abstracted in following paragraph. Initially,
it moves towards the modeling and analysis of the industrial mechatronics systems.
Those modeling cases are illustrated with detailed of real valued simulations including
comparison and understanding for dierent cases of force compliance passive motion
studies. Moreover, simulations are also extended the behavior studies of dierent cases
of controlling passive motion of industrial robots based on contact with external forces,
which are exerted by an external environment. Force compliance passive motion
control (FCPMC) are also referred by the phrase Force-free control (FFC) throughout
the thesis and latter is more likely and frequently used at early stages of the thesis.
Chapter 2 3 are devoted for highlighting the above sections respectively.
In addition to that Chapter 4, 5 and 6 are cascaded subsequently by illustrat-
ing a possible application of FFC/FCPMC for teleoperation. A considerable amount
of research is performed to investigate the design of a teleoperation system by ap-
plying the FCPMC technique alongside with the visual servo control (VSC) which
is based upon online image template matching. Thereafter, teleoperation research is
also extended to carry out for evaluating the system performance when cases where
an operator (or a user) changes, for which interactions between dierent set users
were evaluated. Human interaction and the system performance of the teleoperation
system are compared with correlation analysis. Next to that an extensive study is
given to show how proposed teleoperation system eciency and accuracy tend to
change based on environmental conditions, especially, against the lighting variations.
Finally, more simulation attempts are executed to model the FCPMC by im-
plementing a Gaussian neural network. And also by optimizing the hyper parameters
using Genetic algorithms are carried out as modied new extensions to the original
FFC techniques. Which is further extended as an investigation, which is subjected
for replacing Gaussian neural network with a method of initial weight parameter
determination of the Gaussian network. In which, heuristic knowledge of robot char-
acteristics generally uses in the industry to nd out the optimal and ne-tuned servo
controller parameters, is tried to be embedded and which are reected through initial
values of weight parameters. Thus, convergence of Gaussian neural network becomes
much faster and convenient than before.
At the end, Chapter 8 summarizes the main results of this thesis and then,
discussion is given and elaborates possible directions of future research. It is also
devoted for concluding remarks and recommendations.
Chapter 2
Mechatronics and Robotic
System Platform: An Overview
2.1 Preliminaries and experimental setups
2.1.1 Common industrial servo system control congurations and param-
eters
In general, manipulator characteristics could be represented either with a dynamic
model or/and with a kinematic model. In dynamic models, joint torques and forces
are taken into account and in kinematic models; non forces behavior but consider
resulting positions, velocities and accelerations. Though the dynamic constraints are
natural in existence, they can be transformed into equivalent kinematic constraints
(constant or piecewise constant bounds), concerning the supremum (global limits
of minimum and maximum) of accelerations and velocities despite hampering 100%
eciency and ideal capabilities of manipulators.
A detailed explanation of dynamic models is illustrated in [70]. However, this
discussion is basically focused on regular and well-known industrial kinematic models
used for robotic systems and also those basic structure is illustrated as Fig. 2.1. De-
pending on the operational speed of the servo system and the degree of inuence of
the simultaneous movements of other joints on a particular joint, the selection of kine-
matic model may vary according to the accuracy required for particular applications.
It can be considered that the other joints have negligible eect, the joint dynamics
can be decoupled and as a result planning of trajectories will be done as appropriately
and easiest manner. Following diagrams are given to illustrate the anatomy of the
dynamic and control models.
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Figure 2.1: Common Structure of an Industrial Mechatronic Servo System
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2.1.2 First order kinematic model
A decoupled joint of a mechatronic servo system can be mathematically represented
with a rst order linear kinematic model as follows:
G(s) =
Kp
s+Kp
(2.1)
where Kp is the position loop gain of the servo controller and it is briey illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. The rst order model can be used when the velocity of the servo motors
as the actuators of the mechatronic servo system is about 1=100 times of the rated
velocity of motors [20].
2.1.3 Second order kinematic model
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Figure 2.3: Second Order Representation of Mechatronic Servo System
When the velocity of the motors are much faster, about 1=20 to 1=100 times of
the rated velocity, the kinematics of the mechatronic servo system must be treated
as a second order model. The mechatronic servo system is described independently
for each axis with the second order model given below.
G(s) =
KpKv
s2 +Kvs+KpKv
(2.2)
where Kv is the velocity loop gain as shown in Fig.2.3.
2.1.4 Fourth order kinematic model
For higher velocities greater than 1/20 times of the rated speed, in other words high-
speed operation of servo control joints, second order model can not represent the
kinematics of joint adequately, as the reaction force/torque is considerably high and
the elastic deformation can not be further neglected. In such cases, fourth order
representation of the decoupled servo joint can precisely illustrate the characteristics
and it is briey shown in Fig.2.4.
Fourth order model of independent servo joint can mathematically expressed in
the following form:
G(s) =
a0
a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
(2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Fourth Order Representation of Mechatronic Servo System
where a0 = KpKLK
g
v , a1 = KLK
g
v + KpDLK
g
v , a2 = KLJM + DLK
g
v + KpJLK
g
v +
KLJL, a3 = DLJM + K
g
vJL and a4 = JLJM . In that case Kp, KL, K
g
v , JM and JL
denote position loop gain, elastic constant of the mechanism, servo amplier gain,
damping coecient of the mechanism alone with load, motor inertia and load inertia
respectively. As the load inertia is a function of the manipulator conguration, the
payload and the shape of the payload, fourth order model is not a time invariant
model.
When the joints move simultaneously, due to many functions including fric-
tional, gravitational and inertial forces of the manipulator, one joint may be inu-
enced by other joints. Therefore each joint can not be dissociated from the others
and therefore, model should be developed concerning the complete dynamics of the
manipulator; not a single joint. Since, interactive joint model is highly dependant
on the number of joints, the complexity proportionately increases as the number of
joints is increased. Due to unavailability of generic model, interactive joint model is
beyond discussion here.
Please refer the Appendix A for servo parameters and their characteristics which are
shown with illustrated simulations. In Appendix B a detailed illustration of servo
motor modeling and control in robot systems is annotated.
2.2 Real time and semi-software based servo operation
2.2.1 RT-Linux for real time platform
In the case of accurate and real time path tracking, timely provision of appropriate
reference joint position/velocity to servo controller must be ensured. Failure to feed
reference input at correct time results in undesirable consequences jeopardizing the
safe operation of the robot, and in extreme case it may possibly lead to catastrophic
consequences. Correctness of real time system does not depends only on the logical
result or correct reference input, but also the physical instances at which the reference
inputs are produced. In other words, timeliness is a key characteristic in real time
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servoing and hence the program in charge of tracking must produce time critical
outputs.
Figure 2.5: Detailed Architecture of RT-Linux Kernel
Control programs run on general-purpose operating systems may produce intol-
erable inaccuracies in time, particularly in ne-grained synchronization of program
output with hardware operation (when using higher update rates of reference trajec-
tory), since the timing of execution is not guaranteed due to inherent time-sharing
execution. However by increasing the priority of the thread, at which the control
program executes, can improve the current situation and can make the system a soft
real time, but it is not a concrete solution to crack the fundamental issue of making
the system hard real time to enable handling of interrupts in real time. A high pri-
ority thread cannot preempt a low priority thread during a system call and has to be
delayed until either execution returns from system call to kernel decides that it is safe
to reschedule (preemption point). Improving kernel preemptability is a viable option
to manage this situation, still it may also associated with many pragmatic issues
like diculty in maintenance, non-guaranteed worse case response time, increase in
response time due to new drivers. Therefore full-edged real time operating system,
RT-Linux has been selected as a platform for real time servoing, since minute errors
are even intolerable.
RT-Linux is a patch to Linux which is basically developed to overcome the
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conicts of RT constraints of Linux. RT-Linux possesses ecient time management
capability and the ability to direct access of hardware [42]. The basic architecture of
the RT-Linux can be briey given in Fig. 2.5.
RT-Linux creates a virtual machine interface (second kernel) located in between
hardware and own operating system, and thereby Linux kernel becomes second ker-
nel's idle thread. The second kernel, RT-Linux module, based on interrupt abstraction
can process real time interrupts independent from what is happening under Linux.
The FIFO is a communication mechanism based on FIFO of Linux but adapted-real
on time. RT-Scheduler is a priority driven scheduler that uses Round Robin or FIFO
algorithms. It also supports preemption and priority inheritance.
2.2.2 RT semi-software based servo operation
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2.6: Schematics of a Typical Robot Manipulator System
Schematics of a typical industrial robot manipulator (Performer MK3) are de-
picted in Fig.2.6. Basically, an industrial robotic system is composed of reference
input generator, data interface, servo controller, position and velocity sensors, me-
chanical structure of robot manipulator along with actuators [71], emergency switch
and connecting wires. Reference input generator can be a stand-alone computer, or
preferably a computer connected to a network. Data interface converts digital data
generated by reference input generator into its analog format so that it could be used
by servo controller as depicted in Fig. 2.7 and to acquire analog sensor data of the
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Figure 2.7: Three Degree of Freedom Joint Dynamic Model of an Industrial Robot Arm
robot manipulator through servo controller. Each joint of the robot manipulator is
equipped with an actuator, usually AC or DC servo-motor, and sensors to measure
position and velocity. Connecting wires establish the electrical connectivity while the
emergency button is for safety and it overrides all the operating functionalities.
2.2.3 Specications of a typical industrial robot
As depicted in Fig. 2.7 a given vector of reference data [u1; u2; u3]
T , P controller
generates corresponding velocity input, accounting the last conguration vector of
the joints as specied by position sensors and consequently fed it to servo controller
for servo operation of robot actuators. The software and coding architecture explain
the control of a single decoupled servo joint in detail and Table 2.1 shows the set of
control parameters for Performer MK3 robot. For simplicity, second order model for
servo system has been assumed to illustrate the software servo architecture, but it is
not necessarily be the second order model (please refer following sections of the thesis
for details).
For the mathematical model of the servo system in the block diagrams of Fig. 2.8
and Fig. 2.9, the position feedback and velocity feedback are generally considered. The
current feedback is simply assumed as the output of the power amplier. In addition
to that most software servo control system comprises the torque quantization with
A/D, D/A conversion, as a problem, is expressed according to the quantization term
in Fig. 2.8 and general external prole picture is given as in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: The 2nd Order Model of Software Servo System Including Quantization
Figure 2.9: Software Servo Motor Mechatronic Control System
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Table 2.1: Control System Parameters for Servo Control for Performer MK3s Robot Arm
Parameter Denotation Value 
Shaft encoder resolution  N 8192[pulse/rev] 
Gear ratio @joint 1 N1 120 
Gear ratio @joint 2 N2 160 
Gear ratio @joint 3 N3 160 
Conversion factor of velocity 
pulse to voltage for joint 1 R1 
0.000015161 
[volt/(rad/s)] 
Conversion factor of velocity 
pulse to voltage for joint 2 R2 
0.000012484 
[volt/(rad/s)] 
Conversion factor of velocity 
pulse to voltage for joint 3 R3 
0.000012169 
[volt/(rad/s)] 
 
Industrial robot manipulators are designed to meet the performance level re-
quired by the application such as welding, cutting, part handling, etc. The spec-
ications in general are limited only to a certain degree of accuracy, velocity, and
complexity. Therefore, most industrial robot manipulators are designed with linear
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) servo controllers with current limiting power
ampliers [19]. This saturating current determines the acceleration limit of the joint.
Furthermore, joints are independently controlled, whereas unknown inertia torques,
coriolis and centrifugal torques, and torques due to friction and gravity are treated
as disturbances to be rejected by the controller. To support this assumption, manip-
ulator links are designed with low inertia, and joints are driven through high gear
reductions (Sage et. al. 1999) given in [70]. These controllers are simple, and also
provide sucient robustness. Figure 2.7 illustrates three degree of freedom decoupled
joint dynamic model of an industrial manipulator.
2.2.4 Software implementation architecture of a revolute joint
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Figure 2.10: Software Architecture of a Single Decoupled Servo Joint Method: A
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2.2.4.1 Method A The input position data uini [rad] is converted to Pulse
in
i
[pulse] by conversion factor CFi [pulse/rad] for the i
th joint. The most of the control
actions take place in pulse form to comply with the existing pulse counter. The
reference pulse input Pulseini [pulse], is compared with the reading of the pulse counter
Pulseouti [pulse] so as to generate position error. The position loop gain of the i
th
joint transforms this position error into velocity input V elocityini expressed in pulse
per second. The coecient Ri converts V elocity
in
i into a quantity in voltage V olt
in
i
[volt], which lies within the acceptable bounds of input to the servo pack.
Velocity sensor connected to the ith joint reads the output velocity of the joint
and sensor gain enhancer (SGE) conditions this signal to be compatible with voltage
input V oltini [volt], so that the dierence could be used to generate the velocity error
at joint i. Velocity loop gain transforms velocity error into acceleration and two
successive integrators convert acceleration into output position of joint i, ini .
The value of the conversion factor CFi corresponding to i
th joint governs as
CFi =
N Ni
2
(2.4)
where N and Ni take the usual meaning as specied in Table 2.1.
2.2.4.2 Method B Method B is slightly dierent version of method A described
in the above. Some changes of implementation architecture can be identied when
comparing both schematic diagrams in Figs. 2.11 2.11 subjected to method A and
Method B.
The details of a single decoupled servo joint are given in Fig. 2.11. Details are
given including the control loop dynamics, working coordinate conversion methods
and servo system parameters. These details are very important for those who doing
designs or algorithm developments on software based servo architectures, robotics re-
searchers and practitioners must have these internal constructional details to develop
control strategies. The method is described below as per illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
The reference input in [rad] is converted to PULSin [pulse] by conversion factor
CFi [pulse/rad]. Most control actions take place in pulse form in order to comply
with the \pulse counter". The reference input PULSin is compared with actual
output PULSEOut to get the position error. Then position error is multiplied by
Kp [1/s] to get a velocity input V ELin [pules/s]. Similarly, velocity input V ELin is
multiplied by conversion factor R to determine the control input V OLTin [Volt] to
the servo controller. Respective gear reduction ratios are also used to convert link
coordinates to motor shaft coordinates. Resolution of the pulse counter is applied to
convert motor shaft coordinates to pulse numbers. Sensing reading is also used and
conversion is made, convert it to physical quantities by using entities of R and RR
commonly.
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Figure 2.11: Software Architecture of a Single Decoupled Servo Joint Mothod: B
Chapter 3
Evaluation of Force-free Control
Models and Strategies
Model construction, evaluation and analysis of the two dierent strategies of
force-free control (FFC) based on Lagrangian dynamics of industrial type robot arm
are mainly discussed and presented in this chapter. Subsequently, detailed construc-
tion of dynamic properties of the FFC with relative mathematical models is illustrated
with consistent simulations according to the real robot parameters. In addition to
that comparison of force-free control (FFC) implemented using \Mass-point model"
against an impedance control (IC) method in cartesian space is presented with com-
prehensive model based analysis and simulations for identifying unique characteris-
tics of FFC against common impedance control method. The study of interaction
forces between a robot arm and the environment is carried out. First, robot arm
dynamic model for two link model and basic structure of force-free control method
are described. Then two dierent force-free control architectures are illustrated. Two
dierent force-free control strategies are force-free control by dynamic external torque
(FFC-ET) and force-free control by dynamic torque independent compensation (FFC-
TIC), respectively. Analysis of the each type of force-free control strategy is carried
out for the single link and two links perspectives of industrial robot arm congu-
rations by means of simulations under Matlab/Simulink environment. The model
characteristics of the force-free control are exploited to discuss the application sce-
narios. Moreover, analysis of the force-free control dynamics is carried out by using
real robot parameters throughout the simulations. Since, the force-free control deals
with external forces applied on the robot arm, it can be used to illustrate the inter-
active and cooperative force control between a human and a robot arm by passive
motion over an external force.
Further, simulation and analysis of the dynamic force-free control of robot
arm based on revolute joints (articulated type) are presented through this chapter.
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The model characteristics of the force-free control is utilized to demonstrate the au-
tonomous safety action being taken by the robot arm in particular instances such as;
when the robot insisting on an undesirable operation or a collision with an obstacle
or an unusual dragging along the working objects. In each case, simulation results
are obtained by adopting the force-free control on robot arms with industrial mecha-
tronics controllers. Moreover, an analysis based on simulations is carried out by using
real robot parameters in each scenario of interest.
This chapter also extended to presents the comparison of Force-Free Control
(FFC) against an Impedance Control (IC) method in cartesian space. The study
of interaction forces between a robot arm and an environment is carried out. Main
objective of this investigation is to nd how to regulate and tune force-free control for
safe and feasible operation. And how proposed force-free control compliances against
an external force given from the environment, and compares the behavior with general
impedance control method. A concise description of analyzing procedure is given for
modeling and simulation of a robot arm and also how it interacts with environment
under force-free and impedance controls schemes. The modeling and comparison are
made by adopting Matlab/Simulink environment. Furthermore, the intention is also
focused to make use of actual industrial robots whose factory tted dynamical control
loops are not accessible.
3.1 Introduction
In the current context of designing control systems and robotics use of computers are
unavoidable. Therefore, best and acceptable approach to use proper tools which can
assist designers and engineers is to improve their creativity and eciency. Hence,
modeling and simulation have been recognized as a vital tool in designing systems
including elds of robotics, mechatronics, automation etc. [72]. Simulation inherently
allows user to investigate and analyze the structure, functions and characteristics of
the system at dierent levels of the parameters and details [73].
However, tools can have dierent capabilities according to the level of require-
ment. And also we know that when complexity of the system under investigation
increases the level of role and responsibility of the simulation become more critical.
Industrial robot control systems are quite complex in nature. Hence, simulation tools
mostly increase eciency and accuracy throughout the cycle of the system develop-
ment.
Through this chapter, author focuses on modeling and analysis of the force-
free control (FFC) system by adopting Matlab/Simulink as a simulation tool. The
importance of FFC is that it can be used to generate the exible motion of the robot
arm by applying an external force. It creates passive motion according to the applied
force.
In [12] gives details of the FFC by using compensation coecients approach
which is only tested under experimental robot and no simulation studies are carried
out to analyze the system behavior in detail.
Generally, robot arms are used in various elds of industries for many purposes,
and the rigidity of robots must be kept and adaptive to a purpose. For instance, in
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case of cutting and welding, the rigidity of robot arm must be kept high, because
high accuracy is needed for the locus of a tip of the robot arm [17, 19, 75]. However,
in some cases such as grinding or assembly operations rigidity of robot arms must
be kept lower, because the exible motion by external force is required [47, 66]. In
general, industrial articulated robot arms however are designed with the high rigidity
for application convenience of accurate positioning and contouring, those robot arms
are not adaptable to exible motion requirements such as grinding and assembling
with pulling work out cases.
To realize exible motion of robot arms in industries, a exible device is attached
to the tip of the robot arm, or a torque limit is induced to the joint actuator, which is
named as \servo oat method" [67, 68]. The servo oat method is not so convenient
to be realized in the industrial articulated robot arms as it needs to change the factory
tted servo controllers of robot arms. The other established force control methods
such as impedance control and compliance control have been proposed to reduce the
rigidity of robot arms are also described in [66, 69]. However, those methods are
relatively complex and also required additional changes to the existing controllers of
industrial robots.
By considering the above diculties, applicability of FFC has been described
by the several experimental cases in [74]. Gravity-free and friction-free conditions
are desirable for implementation of the FFC on industrial robot arms. Under these
conditions, the robot arm is actuated appropriately by an external force given by
the operator or by the contact object. Therefore, realization of such conditions is
the key point for implementing FFC. Hence, FFC has been realized by calculating
objective joint positions according to the ideal motion activated by an external force.
In the FFC, a robot arm is actuated as if it would be moved by an external force
under zero-gravity and zero-friction conditions. In this chapter, rst, detail theoret-
ical explanation of the FFC and modeling and analysis of FFC are given by using
simulation approach. Validity of the simulation is veried according to the theoretical
development of the FFC and its dierent implementation paradigms.
3.1.1 Force-free control strategies based on Lagrangian dynamic models
This chapter merely dedicated on simulation and analysis of the force-free control
(FFC) system by adopting Matlab/Simulink as a simulation tool [73]. The importance
of the FFC is that it can be used to generate the exible motion of the robot arm by
applying an external force. It creates passive motion according to the applied force.
In [74] and references therein gives details of the FFC by using compensation
coecients approach which is only tested under experimental robot and no simulation
studies are carried out to develop and evaluate the system behavior in detail.
Generally, robot arms are used in various elds of industries for many purposes,
and the rigidity of robots must be needed and adaptive to a specic requirement. For
instance, in case of cutting and welding, the rigidity of robot arm must be higher,
because high accuracy is needed for the locus of a tip of the robot arm [17, 19].
However, in some cases such as grinding or assembly operations rigidity of robot
arms must be maintained to be lower, because the exible motion by external force is
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required [66]. In general, industrial articulated robot arms are designed with the high
rigidity for application convenience of accurate positioning and trajectory tracing,
those robot arms are not adaptable to exible motion requirements such as grinding
and assembling with pulling work out cases as its original conguration. To realize
the exible motion of robot arms in industries, a exible device is attached to the
tip of the robot arm, or a torque limit is brought to the joint actuator also described
in [67, 68]. Those torque limit or servo oat method is not so convenient to be
realized in the industrial articulated robot arms as it needs to change the factory
tted congurations of servo controllers. The other established force control methods
such as impedance control and compliance control are proposed to reduce the rigidity
of robot arms are similarly described in [66, 69]. But, those methods are relatively
complex and also required additional changes to the existing controllers of industrial
robots.
By considering the above diculties and need of keeping original servo con-
troller as it is, FFC is introduced by using several experimental cases in [12]. Two
dierent implementation strategies of FFC are illustrated here, force-free control by
external torque (FFC-ET) and force-free control by torque independent compensation
(FFC-TIC), respectively. Zero-gravity and zero-friction conditions are desirable for
implementation of FFC on industrial robot arms. Under these conditions, the robot
arm is actuated properly by an external force given by the operator or by the contact
object. Therefore, realization of such conditions is the key point for implementing
FFC.
Hence, FFC is realized by calculating objective joint positions according to the
ideal motion actuated by an external force. In both form of FFC, a robot arm is
actuated as if it would be moved by an external force under zero-gravity and zero-
friction conditions. This chapter also describes the details of theoretical explanation
of FFC and the analysis of both forms of FFC strategies by using simulation over
Matlab and Simulink. Validity of the each strategy based on simulation is veried
according to the theoretical development of the respective FFC strategy.
3.1.2 Comparison of force-free control by a mass point concept model vs
impedance control model
This chapter is also extended to describe a study on force-free control compared
with an impedance control to nd the control feasibility of the interaction forces of a
simulated two link planar arm. The study of interaction forces between a robot arm
and the environment is carried out. Main objective of this investigation is, how to
regulate and tune force-free control for safe and feasible operation. And how proposed
FFC compliances against an external force given from the environment [12], and also
compare the behavior with general impedance control method [47]. Several historical
reviews of the impedance control techniques are given in [77].
Modeling and simulation of a robot arm and how it interacts with the envi-
ronment under force-free and impedance controls schemes are described concisely by
analyzing the given procedures. The modeling and comparison are made by adopt-
ing Matlab/Simulink environment [73]. This research intention also focuses to make
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use of actual industrial robots whose factory tted dynamical control loops are not
accessible, relevant details of the industrial type mechatronics servo controllers are
illustrated in [19] .
In contrast with direct force control methods which can be used in practice where
the maximum or threshold value of force to be exerted is known in advance [78], an
indirect force control techniques can be found their way more attractive when it comes
to scenario like unexpected collisions or contacts [47, 69]. It means that the robot
and the environment should be able to protect themselves by compliance with each
other. In most of the industrial robot applications main control action is given to
the positioning of the end eector of the robot, however, it also important to control
the interaction forces to ensure the safe and correct contacts with working objects.
In this section, we concern about the impedance control as an established indirect
force control method to compare the FFC method by adopting similar dynamical and
external conditions. Impedance control focuses to control the dynamic behavior of
the robot arm when contacting the environment [47]. Since, impedance control (IC)
does not try to control the exact contact forces, it controls the properties of contact
such as controls the stiness and the damping of the interaction and desired steady-
state force can also be set to a feasible maximum level [78]. In impedance control
actually creates virtual new impedance for the robot arm.
With the FFC non-friction and non-gravity motion of the industrial arm can be
realized and it also illustrated in [12, 76]. Non-friction merely refers to that friction
forces included by motors and gears of each joint of the manipulator during operation
are compensated as if it is mounted on a friction-less bearing. Non-gravity means that
inuence of the gravity to the dynamic model and the motion of the manipulator
is compensated as if it would be in the space. However, FFC does not need the
environment properties as impedance control so that model of an environment is not
required, and also while controlling an external force, robot tool end can be assigned
to a desired path to be moved during an external force applies from the environment.
The following steps are followed to achieve the above target. First, a mechani-
cal model of the robot structure is created using Matlab/Simulink [73]. Then model
based controller is created, which needs the correct mathematical model of the me-
chanical system in order to use with the decoupled and linearized version of the
control system [45]. Thereafter, when the system is made to be linear, simple lin-
ear PD controllers can be adopted for joint control of the robot arm [45, 46]. And
for impedance control implementation, a mathematical model of the environment is
created to control the forces exerted on the manipulator [78].
To verify and test the system and control behavior, same input trajectory is
referenced to the robot arm for each control method. That intentionally let the robot
arm to hit the wall in both impedance and FFC scenarios. In this research, mass
point type FFC method is used and the experimental scenario of the mass point
type FFC is given in [79]. Finally, performance of the system and dynamic behaviors
are observed while the robot arm is interacting with an external force. Each of the
simulation and modeling task is carried out under Matlab/Simulink environment by
considering total dynamics with gravity eect and friction for 2DOF 2-link planar
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type robot arm [24].
The remaining sections of this chapter are organized as follows. In the next
section, general characteristics of the dynamics and kinematics of industrial articu-
lated type robot arms are presented. The dynamic equations are given for a two link
revolute joint type robot arm. Then, general concept of the FFC is illustrated and
subsequent section is given to explain the theoretical model of the FFC-ET and the
FFC-TIC by including their individual properties. Afterward, the section is devoted
to explain the simulation and analysis of each of the two FFC models under Mat-
lab/Simulink integrated environment. And next some of the possible applications of
the FFC and a complete section on comparison studies of FFC and IC are stated at
last, and nally discussion is given followed by the conclusions at the end.
3.2 Force-free control and exible motion realization
Control of a contact force is required in order to carry out assembling, handling,
pulling and grinder operations. Although, it is dicult to control the contact force
if the robot arm possesses the high rigidity. In this view, the property of the low
rigidity for the industrial robot arms is required to control the contact force.
Similarly, exible motion is also required for the safety operation such as control
contact forces between the robot and human operator. Generally, an emergency
shutdown switch is built in to the servo controller. If the operator happened to be
trapped in-between the tip of the robot arm and the surrounding, then an emergency
halt would be impossible or more danger. If the robot arm can be actuated with
exibility, the operator would be able to release from the danger occurrences.
In general, most of the industrial robot arms are manufactured for general pur-
pose category due to cost aspects rather than special purpose custom designs. There-
fore, some of the above exibility requirements are to be accomplished by means of
user made changes on industrial robots. However, such changes to the factory settings
would be very expensive or at times need major technical guidance from the manu-
facturer as well. Therefore, the FFC control is suggested to realize exible motion
control of industrial robot arms without make changes to the existing controllers. The
exible motion is actuated by the external force given to the robot arm and of cause;
force can be given by the human operator for safety purpose if needed. This chapter
is basically concern about FFC and exible motion for safety rst and foremost.
A number of force control methods for the change of rigidity of robot arms
are developed such as impedance control [67], compliance control [69], servo oat
method [68] which have been mainly listed as established proposed approaches. These
methods are apparently good enough torque to the robot arm, respectively. How-
ever, to apply these methods in industry, there are technically dicult problems to
be solved. For general purpose robots including the servo controller, most of these
methods require changes of the control strategy in the servo controller. Most of the
available methods for realization of exible contact between the tip of the robot arm
and the environment are almost carried out by attaching a exible device on the tip
of the robot arm.
In Yaskawa Co. servo oat method is developed to realize exible contact force
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without exible devices. The method limits the torque of each joint by setting the
contact force. In the servo oat method, the setting of the contact force is also
depended upon applications. In addition, realization of servo oat method modies
the factory tted servo controller; hence the system change cost is rather high.
This section denes the modeling and simulation of FFC for exible motion of
general purpose industrial articulated robot arms without modication of the servo
controller. The specied FFC is also applied to realize the desired vertical moment
against the external force under Matlab/Simulink simulated environment by adopting
exact real world parameters, and it is one of the expected exible works.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagram of Industrial Articulated Robot Arm with Force-free Con-
troller.
3.2.1 Development of FFC concept and background
FFC can realize non-gravity and non-friction motion of industrial articulated robot
arms. Since the robot arm is actuated by the attached motor, the robot arm behaves
directly as it works under the external force.
In general \Impedance Control" is used in order to realize objective contact
force [47]. It is constructed based on mechanical impedance which virtually exists
between tip of the robot arm and external object. Therefore, impedance control
mainly considers tip's exibility of the robot arm. The FFC refers to total exerted
force to the robot arm by use of torque monitor [12]. Therefore, FFC theoretically
realizes more exible motion on the robot arm compared with impedance control. In
this research work, an external force is always considered to be applied on the tip of
the robot arm for simulations. Mathematical explanation of FFC is described below.
3.2.2 FFC mathematical model using Lagrange dynamics
As illustrated in Fig. 3.1 the industrial articulated robot arm comprises of the ar-
ticulated robot arm mechanism and the servo controller. Complete functional and
implementation ow of FFC is cascaded in Fig. 3.2. The servo controller parameters
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Figure 3.2: Functional and Implementation Flow Diagram of a Torque Monitor Based
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Kpi , K
p
i and K
p
i (i = 1; :::; n) are position loop gain, velocity loop gain and torque
constant, respectively [46].
The parameters qdi , qi and 
s
i (i = 1; :::; n) are the inputs of joint angle, output
of joint angle and input torque generated by the servo controller, respectively. The
letter i is given for the link number. The general dynamic equation of the industrial
type articulated robot arm including the servo controller is given by [47]
H(q)q+D( _q) +  sgn( _q) + h(q; _q) + g(q) = K [KvfKp(qd   q)  _qg] (3.1)
where H(q) is the inertia matrix, D( _q) and  sgn( _q) are viscous and coulomb friction
terms, h(q; _q) is the coupling nonlinear term and g(q) is the gravity matrix term [47],
q = [q1; :::; qn]
T is the joint angles. Besides, Kp is a diagonal matrix of Kpi and K
v,
K are diagonal matrices of Kvi and K

i , respectively. The input vector of joint angle
qd = [qd1 ; :::; q
d
n]
T is obtained in order to realize FFC by solving the right side of
equation (3.1) as;
qd = (Kp) 1f(Kv) 1(K ) 1( f +  g +  d) + _qg+ q: (3.2)
Where  f (= [ f1 ; :::
f
n ]
T ) is the joint torque corresponding to the external force on
the tip of the robot arm,  g(= [ g1 ; :::
g
n ]
T ) is the gravity compensation torque and
 d(= [ d1 ; :::
d
n ]
T ) is the friction compensation torque. The joint torque corresponding
to the external force is obtained by [46, 66]
 f = JTF (3.3)
where F is the external force vector and JT is the Jacobian matrix. The friction
compensation torque ( d) is calculated by obtaining coecients of viscous damping
and coulomb static friction as;
 d = D( _q) +  sgn( _q) (3.4)
where D is coecients of viscous damping matrix,  is coecient of coulomb friction.
The gravity compensation torque ( g) is obtained by calculating from an instant
posture and joint position of the robot arm by;
 g = g(q): (3.5)
The FFC concept is that the exible motion of the industrial articulated robot
arm is realized by inputting the joint position (qd) to the servo controller.
The inverse matrices (Kp) 1; (Kv) 1 and (K ) 1 are used as same value as
inverse of servo gainsKp; Kv andK of the servo controller. However, a manipulator's
action can be aected if servo gains of either FFC or/and a servo controller are
changed. The following steps described the sequence ow of the FFC algorithm.
1) External contact force F = [fx; f y]T is detected by the force sensor.
2) Detected force is converted to joint torque by solving equation (3.3).
3) The friction compensation torque ( d) and the gravity compensation torque
( g) are calculated from position output and velocity output of servo mechanism by
equations (3.4) and (3.5).
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4) Position input (qd) is generated by the solving equation (3.2).
5) Finally, the position input (qd) is brought as the reference input for the servo
controller.
That sequence ow is expressed for the FFC also briefs in the abstract. However,
in real situations applied torque ( s) can be directly measured by use of a torque
monitor device.
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3.2.3 General FFC function and properties
The above mentioned procedure is generally used to realize the FFC conceptually. The
basic idea behind the FFC method is the realization of the FFC by giving appropriate
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position to the servo controller without modication of the original servo controller.
Moreover, the robot arm would realize the desired motion by an external force because
the inertia of the robot arm can be changed by modifying the reading of the torque
monitor output. The FFC also controls the inherit stiness of the robot arm same
as that of appearing in the impedance control, which generates a control input to
realize an ideal mechanical impedance model. In case of force-free control, a servo
motor generates a torque equivalent to the external force by performing opposite
operation of servo system. Figure 3.3 shows the implementation of the FFC under
Matlab/Simulink environment.
In addition to that gravity compensation torque and friction compensation
torque are added to the FFC block to achieve the torque equivalent to the exter-
nal force. Therefore, FFC and established stiness control algorithms are shown
similar behaviors and action outputs, though they dier from the algorithm and the
conceptual architecture from each other.
3.3 Simulations of force-free control technique
The entire simulation is carried out to mimic an actual articulated type robot arm
(Performer-MK3s, YAHATA Electric Machinery MFG, CO., LTD.). A structure of
an industrial articulated robot arm for the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.4. The
simulation studies are carried out for active single arm (1-Link) and 2-DOF 2-Link
cases. First, modeling and simulation are carried out for single arm case to verify
the concept of FFC under Matlab/Simulink integrated environment by adopting real
robot parameters. Then, simulation is accomplished for 2-link planar robot arm to
observe and analyze the FFC for given external force, in which FFC exible motion is
conned only to the objective path of vertical `Y '-direction by introducing constrain
to the `X'-direction.
3.3.1 Condition parameters for simulation
The articulated robot arm's physical parameters are set for the simulation consist
of following specications as; link lengths l1 = 0.25[m], l2 = 0.215[m] and masses of
the links m1 = 2.86[kg], m2 = 2.19[kg]. The servo controller parameters are given
as follows: The sampling interval set for simulation under Simulink T =0.04 [s],
simulation time is 5[s], position loop gains were Kp1 = K
p
2 = 25[1/s], velocity loop
gains were Kv1 = K
v
2 = 150 [1/s], torque constants are K

1 = 0:1045 [Nm/(rad/s
2)],
K2 = 0:0605 [Nm/(rad/s
2)], friction coecients of viscous damping are D1 = 4.68
[Nms/rad], D2 = 2.72[Nms/rad], coecients of coulomb friction are 1= 0.5 [Nm], 2
= 0.5 [Nm]. Coecients of viscous damping and coecients of coulomb friction are
taken from the Performer MK3s parameters. Gear ratios are used as Gr1 = 160 and
Gr2 = 160 for link 1 and 2, respectively as per Performer MK3s robot.
3.3.2 Simulation results of basic FFC for 1-link robot arm scenario
Modeling and simulation of general FFC algorithm and behavior are the main aspect
in this section. Therefore, validation of the FFC algorithm is veried by using 1-
link robot arm which comprises of real industrial type parameters. Dierent kinds of
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external force scenarios are applied to analyze the output of the FFC implementation.
Figure 3.3 also illustrates the switching of position control and FFC. Initially, step
reference is applied then, at the time of 2[s], an external force is applied as in Fig. 3.5
in order to analyze the simulation in Matlab/Simulink for the single arm robot case.
Furthermore, research is carried out for 2-link case to illustrate the application of
FFC for achieving safety by reducing stiness under danger circumstances. In such
case, passive movement is achieved the robot arm by applying an external force to
desired direction.
Simulation result of 1-link robot arm is shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. According
to the total system diagram shown in Fig. 3.3, the joint torque is calculated from
equation (3.3) as external force components, joint torque is generated according to
the external force. The friction compensation and gravity compensation torques are
obtained with respect to the equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. The concept
of the FFC and the passive motion under an external force are calculated using
equation (3.2). Figure 3.5 shows simulation result obtained from the 1-link robot
arm under FFC activated after 2[s].
Position variation according to the external force can be seen in the X-Y plot
against time. Figure 3.5 realizes the FFC algorithm by simulation. Figure 3.6 shows
the robot joint position against input joint angle under FFC after 2[s] in the total
time. A continuous step type external force is given to the robot arm; hence FFC
algorithm generates the required joint position in order to execute the exible motion
and movement of the robot arm is realized as shown in Fig. 3.7 as X vs Y graph.
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3.3.3 Simulation force-free control (FFC) for 2-link robot arm scenario
Figures 3.8 to 3.10 illustrate the simulations carried out on the 2-link robot arm un-
der FFC applied on impact type external force. Figure 3.8 shows the case of sudden
applied external force and corresponding torques generated on respective joints. Fig-
ure 3.9 is given for joint angle trajectory generated by FFC and corresponding robot
joint angles and control toque generated by the robot controller under the action of
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FFC. Figure 3.10 indicates the result trajectory of the tip position of the robot arm
by applying FFC technique for desired vertical direction and hence, movement of
X-direction is constrained. Therefore, FFC is veried for passive motion for desired
direction. Then it is given the idea of adaptability of safety under undesirable oper-
ating circumstances such as; user might be trapped between the robot arm and the
fence wall. Hence, user can apply an external force to part of the robot body to move
away it from the user if the FFC is implemented for safety purposes by providing
consistent switching mechanism.
3.4 Dynamics and derivations of two dierent force-free con-
trol strategies
In this section a brief overview of the robot kinematics, dynamics and also the required
mathematical representation models are presented. Equations are given for two link
articulated type robot arm. Two distinct approaches of FFC, force-free control by
external torque (FFC-ET) and force-free control by torque independent compensa-
tion (FFC-TIC) concepts are described in subsequent sections in which mathematical
models of the each type of FFC are explained, including distinguish and highlighted
properties of which some of them already explained in section 3:2:2.
3.4.1 Derivation of force-free control mathematical models
In general, dynamic equation of the industrial articulated robot arms is given as in
section 3:2:2:
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) +D _q+  sgn ( _q) + g(q) =  s (3.6)
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Figure 3.11: Schematic Diagram of 2-link Articulated Type Robot Arm
where H(q)q is the inertia matrix, D _q and  sgn ( _q) are viscous and coulomb friction
terms, h(q; _q) is the coupling nonlinear term (Coriolis and centrifugal force vector),
g(q) is the gravity matrix term,  s is the input torque to the robot arm joints and
q is the joint position vector [47]. An industrial articulated robot arm comprises of
the articulated robot arm mechanism and the servo controller. The servo controller
parameters Ki
p, Ki
v and Ki
 (i = 1;    ; n) are position loop gain, velocity loop
gain and torque constant, respectively [10, 19, 46]. A schematic diagram of a 2-link
revolute joint type robot arm is shown in Fig. 3.11. The parameters qi
d, qi and i
s
(or ti
s) (i = 1;    ; n) are the inputs of joint angle, output of joint angle and input
torque generated by the servo controller as in Fig. 3.12, respectively. The letter i is
given for the link number of the robot.
Therefore, from section 3:2:2 general dynamic equation of the industrial type
articulated robot arm including the servo controller is given by equation (3.7) and
then relationship is obtained as equation (3.8), describes in [19].
H(q)q+D( _q) +  :sgn( _q) + h(q; _q) + g(q) = K [KvfKp(qd   q)  _qg] (3.7)
 s = K [KvfKp(qd   q)  _qg] (3.8)
A simple conceptual explanation of FFC is shown in Fig. 3.13. In Fig. 3.13,
left-hand side shows the ideal scenario of FFC where a virtual robot arm is connected
to a zero-friction bearing in zero-gravity space. The right-hand side of Fig. 3.13 shows
an actual robot arm which is driven by a motor in normal space under the inuence
of gravity and friction. On the left-hand side, when an external force is applied at
the tip of the virtual robot arm, it rotates like on the friction-free bearing. However,
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Figure 3.12: Industrial Type Servo Controllers for n-link Robot Arm
on the right hand side, the actual robot arm is not actuated by an external force
because it is connected to a motor axis through a gear under gravity and friction.
By FFC, motion data on the left-hand side are sent to the motor on the right-hand
side. Hence, the actual robot arm on the right-hand side is moved as if it would be
actuated by an external force under zero-gravity and zero-friction conditions.
The FFC concept is then derived theoretically by applying gravity and friction
compensation torques to the servo controller,  g (= [1
g;    ; ng]T ) is the gravity
compensation torque and  d (= [1
d;    ; nd]T ) is the friction compensation torque.
The friction compensation torque ( d) is calculated by adopting coecients of
viscous damping and coulomb static friction as,
 d = D( _q) +  sgn( _q) (3.9)
where D is coecient of viscous damping matrix,  is coecient of coulomb friction.
The gravity compensation torque ( g) is obtained by calculating from the instant
posture and joint position of the robot arm by,
 g = g(q) (3.10)
Thus the FFC concept is that exible motion of the industrial articulated robot
arm is realized by entering the joint position (qd) to the robot servo controller as
the reference position input. Therefore, corresponding joint position is calculated by
taking inverse eect of the servo controller.
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Figure 3.13: Conceptual Illustration of Force-free Control Principle
The inputs of joint angles qd (= [q1
d;    ; qnd]T ) are obtained in order to realize
FFC by solving the right side of equation (3.8) as already described in section 3:2:2;
qd = (Kp) 1(Kv) 1(K ) 1( f +  g +  d) + _q+ q (3.11)
where  s = ( f +  g +  d) and q (= [qd;    ; qnd]T ) is the joint angles. Besides,
Kp is a diagonal matrix of Ki
p and Kv, K are diagonal matrices of Ki
v and Ki
 ,
respectively.
3.4.2 FFC-ET type structure and properties
The base equations of the FFC-ET type control strategy are equations (3.1), (3.7), (3.8)
and (3.11). Therefore, FFC-ET control scheme can be reduced to an ideal character-
istic form as:
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) =  f : (3.12)
Ideal scenario describes, the inertial torque compensation is done by means
of the external toque due to applied external force. Following steps explain the
implementation ow of the FFC-ET strategy.
1) Contact force (F = [fx; f y]T ) is detected by the force sensor.
2) Detected force is converted to the joint torque ( f ) by using the Jacobian
matrix as equation (3.18).
3) The friction compensation torque ( d) and the gravity compensation torque
( g) are calculated from position output and velocity output of the servo motor by
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equation (3.9) and (3.10).
4) Position input (qd) is generated by solving equation (3.11).
5) Finally, the position input (qd) is brought in as the reference input for the
servo controller.
3.4.3 FFC-TIC type structure and properties
This category of FFC is derived similarly by using general dynamics equations de-
scribed as in above sections with an external force added is given by,
H(q)q+D( _q) +  sgn( _q) + h(q; _q) + g(q) =  s +  f : (3.13)
The servo controller torque is modeled as;
 s = K [KvfKp(qd   q)  _qg] + d +  g    f : (3.14)
The total dynamic equation of an industrial articulated robot arm including the
servo controller is given by substituting equations (3.13) and (3.14),
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) = K [KvfKp(qd   q)  _qg]: (3.15)
FFC-TIC means that the eect of inertia, friction and gravity to the robot arm
motion can be assigned as linear combinations with arbitrary coecients; see [12] and
references there in. Details of algorithm and implementation ow is given in Fig. 3.14.
Therefore, dynamics of FFC-TIC is described by;
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) = f  f + d  d + g  g (3.16)
where f , d and g are coecients of independent compensation. From equa-
tions 3.14 and 3.15, it can be shown that following relationship exists;
 f =  f s    d    g   (H(q)q+ h(q; _q))g: (3.17)
High level Matlab/Simulink diagram is given in Fig. 3.15 in which FFC-ET
and FFC-TIC modules are presented with the single arm industrial servo controller
model.
3.5 Simulation of force-free control (FFC) strategies
3.5.1 Simulation setup for FFC-ET and FFC-TIC
Simulation is carried out to by using actual articulated type robot parameters (Performer-
MK3s, YAHATA Electric Machinery MFG, CO., LTD.). A detailed structure of an in-
dustrial articulated robot arm mechanism with a servo controller is given in Fig. 3.12.
The simulation studies are carried out for an active single arm and a 2 DOF 2-Link
cases. First, modeling and simulation are carried out for single arm case to verify
the concept of FFC under Matlab/Simulink integrated environment by adopting real
robot conguration and parameters. Then, simulation is accomplished for 2-link pla-
nar robot arm to observe and analyze both form of FFC for the given external force,
in which FFC exible motion is obtained for `X' and `Y' directions.
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The schematic view example of an articulated type robot arm with 2-links hav-
ing two degrees of freedom is shown in Fig. 3.11. The required matrix vector param-
eters are obtained as follows:
H(q) =

H11 H12
H21 H22

H11 = m1(l
g
1)
2 +m2f(l1)2 + 2l1lg2 cos q2 + (lg2)2g+ I1 + I2
H12 = m2l1l
g
2 cos q2 +m2(l
g
2)
2 + I2
H21 = I2 +m2f(lg2)2 + l1lg2 cos q2g
H22 = m2(l
g
2)
2 + I2
h(q; _q) =
 m2l1lg2f2 _q1 _q2 + ( _q2)2g sin q2
m2l1l
g
2 _q1 _q2 sin q2

g(q) =

m1gl
g
1 cos q1 +m2gfl1 cos q1 + lg2 cos(q1 + q2)g
m2gl
g
2 cos(q1 + q2)

D =

D1 0
0 D2

 =

1 0
0 2

The  f (= [1
f ;    ; nf ]T ) is the joint torque corresponding to the external force
F acting on the tip of the robot arm. The joint torque corresponding to the external
force is obtained as follows [46]:
 f = JT F (3.18)
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J(q) =

l1 sin q1   l2 sin (q1 + q2)  l2 sin (q1 + q2)
l1 cos q1 + l2 cos (q1 + q2) l2 cos (q1 + q2)

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Figure 3.16: Simulation Results for FFC-TIC, External Force (F = [15;70]TN)
where F is the external force vector and J is the Jacobian matrix. The articulated
robot arm's physical parameters set for the simulation have following specications
as; link lengths l1 = 0:25 [m], l2 = 0:215 [m], l1
g = (1=2) l1, l2
g = (1=2) l2 and masses
of the links m1 = 2:86 [kg], m2 = 2:19 [kg]. I1 and I2 are moment of inertia along
the center of gravity of link 1 and 2. The servo controller parameters are given as
follows: The sampling interval set for simulation under Simulink t = 0:04 [s], simu-
lation time is 5[s], position loop gains are K1
p = K2
p = 25 [1/s], velocity loop gains
are K1
v = K1
v = 150 [1/s], torque constants are K1
 = 0:1045 [Nm/(rad/s2)],
K2
 = 0:0605 [Nm/(rad/s2)], friction coecients of viscous damping are D1 =
4:68 [Nms/rad], D2 = 2:72 [Nms/rad] and coecients of coulomb friction are 1 =
0:5 [Nm], 2 = 0:5 [Nm]. Coecients of viscous damping and coecients of coulomb
friction are taken from the Performer MK3s parameters. Gear ratios are used as
Gr1 = 160 and Gr2 = 160 for link 1 and 2, respectively as per Performer MK3s
robot.
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Figure 3.17: Simulation Results for FFC-ET, External Force (F = [15;70]TN)
3.5.2 Simulation results of FFC-ET and FFC-TIC
Simulation and analysis of the two dierent FFC algorithms are the main aspect
in current section. Therefore, validation of the each FFC algorithm is veried by
using single arm robot which comprises of real industrial type parameters. For single
link simulation, link 2 parameters of the Performer MK3s are taken. Dierent kinds
of external force scenarios are applied to analyze the output of expected passive
movement with respect to the external force for each FFC strategy.
Initially, step reference is applied and then, at the time of 2 [s], an external
force is applied as in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 in order to analyze the behavior of FFC
via simulation in Matlab/Simulink for each FFC models with the same robot arm
parameters and servo congurations. Furthermore, simulation research is also carried
out for 2-link case to illustrate the non-linear behavior for both FFC-ET and FFC-
TIC strategies and results are illustrated in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. External force signal
is generated by means of Matlab/Simulink signal generator block with added 1%
random noise.
3.5.3 Important characteristics of simulation results
In 2-link robot arm scenario, passive motion based on external forces under FFC can
be congured to an objective trajectory. Therefore, FFC-ET and FFC-TIC can be
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Figure 3.18: Simulation Results for 2-link Robot of FFC-TIC for Varying External
Torque
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Figure 3.19: Simulation Results for 2-link Robot of FFC-ET for Varying External Torque
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applied to the industrial type servo mechanisms which need to follow desired trajec-
tories or assist to move towards the desired locations, for example, FFC application
on teleoperation of the robot arms is discussed in [76].
In single link robot arm simulation scenario, robot arm only has 1-DOF so that,
end eector always follows the locus of an arc of the circle with radius of link length.
However, it is observed in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 small dierences in arc lengths for
FFC-ET and FFC-TIC cases. For 2-links robot arm cases, end eector has freedom
to travel in planar paths of 2-DOF.
Therefore, Figs 3.18 and 3.19 show the free movements due to FFC and then
again we observe slightly dierent movements for FFC-ET and FFC-TIC cases. Since,
2-links robot arm has freedom to travel planar paths, passive motion against external
force by FFC can also be congured to travel assigned end eector path.
Another, possible scenario is of achieving safety by reducing stiness under dan-
ger circumstances. In such case, passive movement of the robot arm is accomplished
by applying an external force to desired direction. Switching between the position-
ing / contouring control and the FFC for the same task execution is also feasible.
3.6 Analysis of force-free control and general type impedance
control
3.6.1 Robot mechanical model
Before considering dynamics of FFC and impedance control (IC), our initial step is
to create a mechanical model of a basic type 2-link planar robot arm to investigate
the each of the force control approach. Figure 3.11, shows the schematic diagram
of the mechanical model of the 2-link robot arm illustrated with Matlab/Simulink
environment. The model comprises of two revolute joints and two linear bodies. The
mechanical model is given torques as inputs and it outputs joint angles, torques and
end-eector position in joint and Cartesian coordinates. For the sake of eliminating
the complexity, link masses are considered to be concentrated at the center of each
link and links are also linear, that will also simplify the modeling tasks without much
aect to the objective. The following section describes the dynamics of the respective
2-link planar arm.
3.6.2 Dynamic model and equations
The respective dynamic model of the system is non-linear and also highly coupled.
Therefore, such control system can either to use non-linear control techniques or to
linearize the system and apply commonly use linear control techniques. The second
option is adopted and will be used herein. Better explanation is given how to linearize
and decouple the system in [45, 46]. The method makes use of the dynamic model of
the system, and accuracy of the dynamic model is highly determined by liberalization
and decoupling process and its dynamic control approach. The dynamic model of a
robot manipulator describes the forces acting on the mechanical structure with the
resulting displacements, velocities and accelerations. The acting forces are given
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by dierent elements and sources. The torques are delivered by the motors, the
inertia of the mechanical links, non-linear Coriolis and centripetal forces, the gravity,
the friction forces and the forces exerted by the environment on the robot. The
importance of the dynamic model is, if given an initial state of the robot links and
the time history of torques (t) acting at joints, the direct dynamic model allows to
predict the resulting motion q(t), _q(t), q(t) in joint space. Hence, by using the direct
kinematic model, a prediction of the trajectory x(t), y(t) in Cartesian form can be
calculated. The dynamic model of an n-joint robot manipulator can be obtained in
the Lagrangian form [46] as described in sections 3:2:2 and 3:4:1.;
H(q)q+C(q; _q) +V( _q) +G(q) =  (3.19)
where q is the joint variable vector for n-joints and  is the vector of generalized
forces acting on the robot manipulator. H(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q; _q) is the
non-linear Coriolis-centripetal force, V( _q) is the friction force andG(q) is the gravity
vector. In equation (3.20) we are taking into account the friction torques as viscous
friction that are always to be found in a real robot manipulators. The dynamic model
of the 2-link planar robot arm illustrated in section 3:4:1 of Fig. 3.11, following the
Lagrangian form is given as described in section 3:4 and more details are given in [45];
H(q) [ q1 q2 ]
T +C(q; _q) +V( _q) +G(q) = [ 1 2 ]
T
(3.20)
H(q) =

H11 H12
H21 H22

(3.21)
H11 = m1(l
g
1)
2 +m2f(l1)2 + 2l1lg2 cos q2 + (lg2)2g+ I1 + I2
H12 = m2l1l
g
2 cos q2 +m2(l
g
2)
2 + I2
H21 = I2 +m2f(lg2)2 + l1lg2 cos q2g
H22 = m2(l
g
2)
2 + I2
V =

D1 0
0 D2

(3.22)
C(q; _q) =
 m2l1lg2f2 _q1 _q2 + ( _q2)2g sin q2
m2l1l
g
2 _q1 _q2 sin q2

(3.23)
G(q) =

m1gl
g
1 cos q1 +m2gfl1 cos q1 + lg2 cos(q1 + q2)g
m2gl
g
2 cos(q1 + q2)

(3.24)
where q = [q1 q2]
T is the joint angle vector, l1; l2 the length of link 1 and link
2, m1;m2 the mass of link 1 and link 2, l
g
1; l
g
2 the center of gravity of link 1 and link
2, I1; I2, the moment of inertia along center of gravity of link 1 and 2, respectively
and D1 and D2 the coecient of viscous damping of link 1 and link 2, respectively,
and  = [1 2]
T .
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3.6.3 Kinematics
Typically kinematics analysis includes inverse forward analysis and kinematics anal-
ysis. Forward analysis converts joint variables to end-eector variables and it only
has unique end-eector solution. It is used for simulation and nd the workspace of
manipulators. Otherwise, inverse kinematics converts end-eector variables to joint
variables, and typically it has multiple joint angle solutions. In most of the industrial
manipulators, the possibility of sending torque commands directly to the robot is not
available. To simplify the tasks industrial robots usually include an internal joint
controller together with the necessary inverse kinematics algorithms. In other words,
the designer can choose either to send direct joint angle commands to the robot or
an end-eector position command in Cartesian coordinates.
In our case and in order to be able to easily port some of the results of this sim-
ulation to an industrial manipulator, an inverse kinematics module is also integrated.
For that, the mechanical model of the manipulator, the dynamic model-based con-
troller and the inverse kinematics module can be considered the \black box" for most
of the industrial robots. From this point on, our strategies can build up outer control
loops that will be easily tested on a real manipulator by concentrating on Cartesian
ICs and position loop FFC rather than on internal joint/velocity controllers. Accord-
ing to the Fig. 3.11 corresponding inverse kinematics equations can be derived for
2-link planar case as follows:8><>:
qd2(k) =    cos 1

l21+l
2
2 2
2l1l2

qd1(k) = tan
 1
n
yd(k)
xd(k)
o
  sin 1

l2 sin qd2(k)

 (3.25)
where, qd(k) = [qd1(k); q
d
2(k)]
T , and qd1(k); q
d
2(k) are the joint positions of link 1 and
link 2, respectively, k is the sample step number and  =
q
xd(k)2 + yd(k)2. Then qd
is brought to the servo controller of the industrial articulated robot arm.
3.6.4 Controller model
This section describes now the technique use to linearize and decouple the system.
We can dene a controller such as;
Puc +Q (3.26)
where uc is the new control input, and can be dened as;
P = H(q) (3.27)
Q = C(q; _q) +V( _q) +G(q) (3.28)
By connecting the controller with the dynamic model H(q)q + C(q; _q) + V( _q) +
G(q) = Puc +Q and hence, control input is reduced to form of,
q = uc: (3.29)
This control input is linear and then simple model as well. This type of controller
can work as long as it is possible to accurately represent and implement parameters P
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and Q. Simulations in Matlab/Simulink, the analytical solution for P and Q matches
precisely the dynamics described by the mechanical model in equation 3.20. Therefore
it can be then easily implemented as a typical PD controller as follows [46]:
uc =  
n
Kp(q
d   q) +Kv( _qd   _q)
o
(3.30)
Hence, equations (3.27) and (3.28) describe a dynamic model-based controller
for the manipulator that will be used to cancel the non-linearities of the manipulator
in order to achieve a model to control a double integrator given in equation (3.29).
The general detailed structure of the dynamic model-based controller can be seen
in [45, 46].
The parameters Kp and Kv are found empirically but it is easy to demonstrate
how to choose them depending on the desired dynamical response. If the error is
dened as e = (qd   q), then the systems error equation is a second order system
with the format of s2 + 2wn + wn
2 = 0 where the resonant frequency wn and the
damping coecient  are computed as wn =
q
(Kp) and  = Kv=2
q
(Kv). Therefore,
after canceling the non-linearities of the mechanical model with the use of the model-
based part of the controller, we can tune the PD parameters to achieve the desired
performance of the system.
3.6.5 Modeling of the wall environment
To deal with the robot interaction with the environment or external forces act on
the robot, correct model of the acting forces is vital factor when designing robot
applications. Therefore, a model of the environment is included in our system whose
interaction force will act on our robot tool end. Usually, a simple linear spring model
is used as model for the environment as fx = Ke(x xe), where fx is the contact force,
Ke is the stiness of the environment, x is the end-eector position at the contact
point and xe is the static position of the environment.
ݔ݁ ݔ 
࢟ 
࢞ ݔௗ 
ࢌ࢞ 
Figure 3.20: Manipulator in Contact with the Environment.
Figure 3.20 depicts the conceptual spring damper model of the contact environ-
ment with parameters, where a manipulator contacts the environment at position xe
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trying to reach the desired end-eector position xd. In this simulation, we include a
damping coecient Be such that environment is then modeled as;
fx = Ke(x  xe) +Be( _x  _xe): (3.31)
3.6.6 Modeling of contact force by Jacobian
The dynamic equation describing the behavior of 2-link robot arm which is used here
is dened in (3.20). For that,  is considered to include the eects of all the generalized
forces acting on the robot, i.e. also the external contact forces. Therefore, we can
modify equation to show the eect of those forces and also compensate in the model.
Hence modied dynamic equation governing the robots behavior is now dened as:
H(q)q+C(q; _q) +V( _q) +G(q) = s   JTFext (3.32)
where  s can be dened as the driving torques and the term J
TFext(q) translates
the task-space forces Fext acting on the end-eector to the joint space by adopting
transpose of the Jacobian. Hence, Simulink model based on equation (3.32) is applied
in order to include the contact forces in the dynamic response. In the case of a two-
link planar arm, and knowing that the relation between torques and forces is dened
as f = J
TFext , then respective equations can be written as:
f1 = J11fx + J21fy
f2 = J12fx + J22fy
where f1; f2 are the torque due to contact, Jij are the elements of the transpose of
the (2 2) Jacobian matrix and Fext = [fx; fy] forces along the X and Y directions,
respectively. Since we assume that no forces are acting along the Y axis, because its
path in this direction is free and we don't consider friction forces, However, in our
simulation contact force is assumed to be parallel to X-axis therefore, fy = 0 so that
f1 = J11fx and f2 = J12fx.
Hence, torque due to external contact forces are to be included in equation (3.32).
3.6.7 Modeling of impedance controller
In this section we describe how to design a controller that regulates the interaction
when the robot contacts the external environment. The simple scenario can be de-
scribed as follows: at present, if the robot follows a dened trajectory that nds on
its way to an object, and then will collide with it, then again trying to reach the nal
end position of the given trajectory, and hence, likely to be exerting large forces into
the contact environment, therefore, that would likely to have high degree of damages
to a real robot and/or the object of collision. To avoid such massive impact forces,
an impedance controller is introduced [47].
In IC, input is the reference trajectory at each time step. The measured contact
forces will be supplied to the IC module so as to get an immediate feedback of the
contact state. The output is a modied trajectory that handles the contact forces.
Moreover, if there are no forces are sensed, then desired trajectory will be followed
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always . Otherwise, if forces are measured, by means of the IC trajectory is modied
in order to limit the maximum steady-state forces. And also IC is designed to achieve
dynamic behavior of the the mass-spring-damper system described in the control law
given in [47] and illustrated in Fig. 3.21. Thus the impedance controller is modeled
as follows;
Mtetrj +Dt _etrj +Ktetrj = (fx; fy) (3.33)
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Figure 3.21: Block Diagram of Impedance Controller.
where Mt, Dt and Kt are the inertia, damping and the stiness coecients, respec-
tively. An etrj is the trajectory error, dened as etrj = (p
d pr) where pd is the desired
trajectory input and pr is the reference trajectory for the inverse kinematics model.
Mt, Dt and Kt are dened the dynamic behavior of the robot that could be compared
to the eect of including physical springs and dampers on the robot. Figure 3.21
shows the architecture of the impedance controller which is used here.
3.6.8 Modeling of force-free control (FFC)
In this simulation study we focus to model the mass point type FFC method. Initially,
mass point type FFC is derived as follows:
Mass point type FFC is constructed by a translational motion model of the mass
point which is assumed as a tip of a 2-DOF robot arm as shown in Fig. 3.22. When
the force is applied to the mass point F from the external environment, it is generally
moved to the same direction of the applied external force. The concept of FFC is the
realization of zero-friction and zero-gravity motion. However, in practical situation
a friction term is required for positioning the mass point actually. Therefore, the
translational motion model of the mass point includes the friction term. Moreover,
the motion of the mass point is applied for the motion of the tip of the robot arm.
However, mass point motion can also be assigned to a desired locus if it is required
as function f(x).
When it maintains zero-gravity condition, the equation of motion of the mass
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Figure 3.23: Block Diagram of Mass Point Type FFC.
point by added force F can be shown as;
F(t) = mz(t) + dv _z(t) (3.34)
where, F(t) = [fx(t) fy(t)]
T ; z(t) = [x(t) y(t)]T , and fx(t); fy(t) are the forces along
the direction of X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, and x(t); y(t) are the displacement of
the direction of X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, and m is the mass of the mass point
at the end of robot arm, dv is the coecient of viscous friction. To make discrete
form of equation 3.34, velocity v and position z are obtained as:
v(k) =
t
m
F(k) +
 
1  d
m
t
!
_z(k) (3.35)
zd(k + 1) = F(k)t2 +  _zd(k)t+ zd(k) (3.36)
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where t is the sampling interval, k is the sample step number of control,  =
1=(m +t  dv);  = m and z(k) = zd(k) = [xd(k) yd(k)]T . zd(k) is converted to
the objective joint position qd(k) by inverse kinematics.
The schematic diagram of the mass point type FFC algorithm is shown in
Fig. 3.23. From the FFC, reference input is given to the robot servo controller and zo
is objective position if locus is predened and  is angle between x-axis and vectorial
direction of the mass point for FFC. Therefore, qd is brought to the servo controller
of the industrial articulated robot arm. Since the robot arm is actuated by the added
force F with exibility, then the tip of the robot arm moves in the direction of the
added force F. This phenomena of control is called mass point type FFC.
3.6.9 Simulation of force-free control vs typical impedance control
3.6.9.1 Simulation setup Figure 3.25 shows the complete Matlab/Simulink model
of the simulation system. It includes the mechanical model of 2-link planar robot
arm, the dynamic model-based controller, the model of the environment (wall), the
impedance controller and the mass point type FFC. Simulation is done based on IC
and FFC, each controller is selected for simulation by using a switch and rest of
the system remains unchanged for both IC and FFC cases. Comparison in terms of
functions and properties are listed in Table 3.1.
In order to identify the behaviors and performances of both force control tech-
niques, robot is given a same input trajectory for the IC and FFC. The input for the
X axis is a ramp starting at X = 0:8 [m] with slope = 0:02 [m/s]. The reference for
the Y-axis is a ramp starting a Y = 1.3 [m] with slope =  0:015 [m/s]. The wall is
located at X = 1:12 [m] and it is modeled as dened in equation (3.31) with Ke =
600000 [N/m] and Be = 0:12 [N (s/m)]. Figure 3.26 shows the response of the system
when contacting the environment. It also shows the wall contact point X = 1:12 [m],
y = 1:00 [m] and the contact force Fext. Length of the each arm for simulation is take
as 0:72 [m]. The controller parameters for impedance controller scenario are Mt = 3
[kg], Dt = 750 [N (s/m)], Kt = 8:5 [N/m] and link mass is chosen as 6 [kg] for each
link. For the mass point type FFC, mass of the mass point is taken as m = 0:75 [kg].
Moreover, model based robot controller parameters are taken as Kp = 9000 [N/m]
and Kv = 80 [N ms/rad].
3.6.9.2 Simulation results The simulations of the FFC and IC control algorithms
that are carried out for horizontal direction of contact force (x-direction) are shown in
Figs. 3.26 and 3.27. In IC, when robot collides on the wall controller compensate the
impact force by stopping movement in x-direction by limiting to a lower steady-state
force dened in the IC . In FFC, collision is compensated by smooth and curvier
backward movement of the tool end. The controller without force control shows, the
robot tool end move towards the wall by generating hard contact forces. Moreover,
the theoretical comparison against the impedance control is clearly observed as in
Fig. 3.27 with same environmental interactions. We can also see the results of the
same simulation case without using force controllers, in which, robot arm tries to
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Figure 3.25: Complete System Block Diagram for Simulation of IC and FFC in Mat-
lab/Simulink.
follow the given input trajectory and after hitting the wall surface, the contact forces
must be increased immensely according to the equation (3.31) as the robot travels
inside the wall. In this simulation, FFC also shows the acceptable theoretical behavior
compared with commonly use IC technique. Besides, FFC shows backward movement
of the robot tool end against contact position whereas, IC limits the contact force to
a lower value and contact point of the tool end remains the same position.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
In sections 3:2 to 3:3 presents the simulation with analysis of FFC for single arm case
of an industrial type arm and its possible applicability for safety is also discussed
for 2-links scenario. Simulation results indicate the realization of theoretical model
of the FFC for dierent kinds of external force conditions and applicability for safe
operation under a being danger circumstance due to high rigidity of industrial robots
is also tested and veried by realistic and parameterized simulations.
Simulation and analysis of the two FFC strategies are given as FFC-ET and
FFC-TIC in sections 3:4 and 3:5, exclusively. Each type is investigated under Mat-
lab/Simulink integrated environment. For each model, single and 2-links cases of
the industrial type robot arms with real parameters are investigated. Possible appli-
cation scenarios are also discussed as per feasible future developments. Simulation
results indicate the possible realization of the theoretical models of two dierent FFC
strategies under real values of friction and gravity eects.
Moreover, section 3:6 is initially devoted to discusses the use of Matlab/Simulink
as a tool to model the mechanics of the robot arm and also the possibility to verify
model-based control algorithms. Thereafter, process of modeling a 2-link planar robot
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Figure 3.26: Robot Orientation of Hitting Wall at (x,y).
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Figure 3.27: Simulation Results of Tool-end Position After Hitting the Wall for FFC,
IC and without Force Controller.
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Table 3.1: High Level Comparison of FFC and IC According to Properties and Functions.
arm with correct mechanical model, and its interaction with the environment are also
carried out. With the help of simulation, the ability of the algorithm to match the
real model can easily be identied.
Finally, comparison studies of FFC with respect to commonly use impedance
control (IC) technique are mainly focused and detailed in the latter part of section 3:6,
in which, both techniques are implemented in an integrated simulation environment.
Based on the results, the uses of FFC and IC show that capability of controlling the
robot-environment interaction, especially in those applications where the environment
is completely or partially unknown. Simulation output also shows that similar to the
IC, the property of compliance the external forces rather than controlling the exact
forces exerted into the environment is also shown to be inherited by the FFC.
Chapter 4
Teleoperation of Industrial
Robot Arms Using a Visual
Servo Technique
This chapter discusses the development of a teleoperation system to control
robot arms remotely combined with a vision system module. In fact, force-free con-
trol and template matching techniques are applied to control the motion of industrial
robot arms via network communication. The system has two motion control schemes;
rough motion of the robot arm is handled through teleoperation by using force-free
control technique, and accurate motion is implemented by visual template matching.
Switching between two control schemes is carried out from one to another appropri-
ately to achieve the desired motion control. The eectiveness of the methodology is
veried by the experimental results.
4.1 Teleoperation and visual servo control
4.1.1 Introduction
In last two decades conventional robot arms are heavily used in industrial applica-
tions [80]. In the recent years, computer vision attached, network and teleoperation
of robotics [81, 82, 83], have been paid much attention by researchers especially in
emerging areas like telemedicine [84], telesurgery [85, 86], remote controlled robots in
hazardous operations, undersea operations, nuclear or high radioactive rich environ-
ments [87], high temperature environments, space or planetary explore operations [88]
etc.
This chapter mainly focuses on the accurate remote control of the motion of
robot arm via network. Time delays and data losses during the remote communi-
cation are two constrains to be discussed in this chapter. On the other hand, the
proposed control strategy is applied without any changes to the existing factory t-
ted controllers of robot arms. The force-free control and template matching are two
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separate modules and externally attached to the factory tted components of the
robot. The proposed solution has a real time control behavior, which is implemented
on real-time operating system environment.
Considering the industrial robot arms in general it is dicult to move freely
by applying external force (passive motion) since the servo controller behavior itself
prevents the robot arm movement against the external force. In order to restrain
the inherent behavior of the built-in servo controller, the technique called force-free
control (FFC) was described by one of the authors in [20]. One of the most important
behavior of FFC is that it would not involve any changes to the existing controller
(factory tted hardware or software) for the robot arm.
On the other hand, computer vision techniques with required control method-
ologies have been consistently studied [88, 89], and widely used among the researchers
in various elds including robot vision and visual servo control systems. Template
matching is known as one of applicable techniques widely used in vision control appli-
cations, and shows reasonable accuracy with the speed [90, 91], although the speed,
accuracy and robustness depend on the hardware and the complexity of the algorithm
expected to be used. However, template matching is currently a consistent method
and proved to be a reliable derivation of visual servo applications. Therefore, this
chapter is based on the remote control of the robot arm by using FFC and visual
template matching schemes.
The problem of accurate teleoperation of industrial robot arms has been studied
by the researchers mostly in the last two decades. However, most of the researches
were based on provision of less autonomy to the remote working side (slave side)
robot. And also, an important noticeable dierence is that the related researches did
not use or seldom used the industrial robot arms for the operational side (master
side) manipulations. In most cases, virtual tool or a small joy stick type manipulator
were used instead, to give control commands to the slave side. Therefore, those
related researches focused and directed to handle the important issues on time delays
contracted in the communication channels between master and slave sides.
In [92], a method to deal with teleoperated surgery in kinematic restricted
environments was proposed. However, the described system depends on the master
side to make reactions to dynamic changes in the environment. The virtual force
feedback approach for teleoperation without coupled visual aid was presented in [93].
In this approach, the system is assumed to be limited to the direct communication
without considering time delays and data losses during telesurgical training practices.
A useful contribution to solve the problem of assuring stability of the teleoperation
due to time delay was presented in [94]. A method to assist the human operator semi-
autonomously by using virtual tool dynamics was also rendered in [95]. However, the
accurate motion highly relies on the master side control commands.
As mentioned above, most of the researches rely on the master side control
actions on teleoperation. Then, it creates trac on the communication channels
and makes denite burden to the timely information processing. In addition, most
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researches of the teleoperation are also highly sensitive to master side mistakes which
can be expected in any human control involvement. In [71], a new enhancement for
the time-delayed systems was introduced. It also can only be shown the given results
as long as the delays are nite constants and an upper bound for the round-trip
delay is known. Another issue of the above approaches is that in real operations time
delay adversely aected on control actions given from the master side untimely and
ineciently. To address the above problems, in our approach, autonomous image
processing based visual servo control is adopted on the slave side.
In [97], the teleoperation implementation proved the applicability of FFC through
network, and the experiments were carried out to verify the technique. However, the
movement of robot arm tip was restricted only to the vertical direction movement
of robot arm tip, and also the vision system behavior policy was not implemented.
The control scheme described in this chapter, is also applicable for the horizontal
accurate motion of the tip of the robot arm. Moreover, vision system behavior policy
is also illustrated, and two experiments were carried out to show the repeatability
and applicability of the promising approach.
Experimental setup comprises of a SCARA-type robot manipulator for the op-
erational side to generate reference position manually through rough motion using
FFC by a human operator, and a PUMA-type industrial articulated robot arm is
used for the working side to obtain the accurate motion autonomously by means of
template matching [90] upon visual servo control. The eectiveness is veried by
experimental results obtained from dierent sets of trials.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Next section, total system is
explained with details of concept and congurations of FFC and template matching.
Section 4.3 is devoted to the validation of the proposed system. Then, conditions
of the experimental setup and outcome of the experiments are also given. Section
4.4 discusses the proposed system from the viewpoints of the maneuverability and
network delays cum data losses. Finally, the discussion of this paper is given followed
by a summary.
4.2 Teleoperation System by force-free control and template
matching
4.2.1 Concept and overview of the system
Figure 4.1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the described teleoperation control
system. The system consists of two main modules as shown in the block diagram in
Fig. 4.2: (i) robot arm and (ii) two reference generation mechanisms.
Figure 4.1 shows the detailed implementation of rough motion and accurate
motion. Upper portion gives the idea of teleoperation using FFC, where human
operator manipulates the operational side robot arm in order to get the target within
the view of the camera xed on the working side robot. Lower portion illustrates the
accurate motion after detecting the target object. The position commands for the
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accurate motion are given by the camera side computer which is connected to the
working side robot locally.
Figure 4.2 also shows the block representation of the operational, working and
camera sides in order to provide a clear view of the functions of the teleoperation
system. It also describes how external force creates the reference position and sends
the generated reference position via network channel to the working side robot. Also
the camera side uses the template matching technique to detect the target position
within the camera view and it generates the required reference position and sends it
to the working side position controller.
The computers are interconnected through network, and TCP/IP socket com-
munication [98] is used for both operational and working sides of the system. Rough
motion is obtained manually with the aid of an external force from a human opera-
tor in the operational side by FFC, and accurate motion in working side is governed
autonomously by the visual template matching method. The change of mechanisms
between remote control for rough motion and visual servo control for accurate motion
is handled by the vision system.
Operational
robot arm
Servo
controller
Working
robot arm
Network
Remoto Control
Camera
Visual Servo Control
Rough Motion (Target: not within view)
Accurate Motion (Target: within view)
Servo
controller
Camera side
Servo
controller
Working
robot arm
 
Force-free 
control
Position 
control
Figure 4.1: Schematic Overview Diagram of the Teleoperation System
The human operator manipulates the robot arm in the operational side in order
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Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of the Proposed Teleoperation Mechanism
to move the robot arm in the working side. FFC [20] is applied to the robot arm in
the operational side, so that its passive motion according to the external force can
be realized. The reference position of the robot arm generated by the manipulation
in the operational side is sent to the working side through the network. Hence, the
rough motion of the robot arm can be realized in the working side by the remote
control.
The camera side of the system analyzes images obtained by the camera, and
the reference position for the robot arm in the working side is calculated. Then,
the reference position is sent to the working side via network. Thereafter, accurate
motion of the robot arm in the working side can be realized through the visual servo
control.
The servo controller of the robot arm in the working side is adopted as the
position control. Hence, the position control realizes the following motion of the
reference position of the robot arm in the working side. In the case of rough motion,
the position reference is generated by the remote control module, whereas for the
accurate motion, the position reference is determined by the vision system.
In the following subsections, conguration of the teleoperation setup (i.e., the
remote control setup of the operational side, the visual servo control and template
matching in the working side and the switching mechanism between remote control
and visual servo control) is explained in detail.
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Figure 4.3: Overall Flow Chart of the Teleoperation System
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4.2.2 Conguration of the teleoperation system
Figure 4.2 shows the total mechanism chart of the proposed system. The robot arm
in the operational side is used to generate the reference position. The vision system in
the camera side is used for detecting the target position and determining the reference
position.
Figure 6.2 shows the total ow chart of the teleoperation mechanism. The robot
arm is controlled according to the reference tip position received from the reference
generation mechanisms. The position control can be achieved by two kinds of motions
for the reference position of the robot arm, i.e., the rough motion and the accurate
motion. For the rough motion, the reference position is generated manually by using
the force-free control. On the other hand, for the accurate motion, the reference
position is generated automatically by using the vision system based on the template
matching technique. In order to generate the reference position of the robot arm
for the accurate motion, the image obtained from the Universal Serial Bus (USB)
camera is analyzed and processed. The vision system attached to the camera side is
responsible for detecting the target position. The position data for the robot arm are
sent through the network.
4.2.2.1 Operational side (Remote control behavior) The FFC is adopted in order
to realize the passive motion of the robot arm. In FFC [20], the robot arm moves
passively according to the external force as if it were under the circumstances of zero
friction and zero gravity. In general, dynamics of industrial robot arm is described in
details under Chapter 3(please refer for more illustrations) as given by
H( _q)q+D_q+Nfs( _q) + h( _q; q) + g(q) = s + F; (4.1)
where q is the output vector of the joint angle, H( _q) is the inertia matrix, D _q +
Nfs( _q) denotes compound friction term, h( _q; q) is the coupling non-linear term,
g(q) gives the gravity term, s is the torque input to the robot arm and F is the
torque caused by the external force [46, 91].
The ideal dynamics of the robot arm in the operational side applied FFC is
given as; (refer Chapter 3 for more details)
Hos(qos)qos + hos(qos; _qos) =  osF; (4.2)
where qos is the position vector of joint angle,Hos(qos) is the inertia matrix, hos(qos; _qos)
is the coupling nonlinear term,  osF is the joint torque generated the external force F
on the tip of the robot arm in the operational side.
The dynamic of the robot arm in the operational side including the servo con-
troller is given by
Hos(qos)qos + hos(qos; _qos) = Kos [K
os
v fKosp (qosr   qos)  _qosg]; (4.3)
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where Kosp , K
os
v and K
os
 are position loop gain, velocity loop gain and torque constant
of built-in servo controller of the robot arm in the operational side, respectively and
qosr is the reference position of joint angle.
In order to realize the ideal dynamics (4.2) of the industrial robot arm, the
reference qosr for the robot arm is selected as
qosr = (K
os
p )
 1f(Kosv ) 1(Kos ) 1 osF + _qosg+ qos: (4.4)
The joint torque  osF corresponding to the external force F on the tip of robot arm is
assumed to be
 osF =  ( oss    osd    osg ); (4.5)
where  osd and 
os
g are described by
 osd = D
os _qos +Nos f
os
s ( _q
os); (4.6)
 osg = g(q
os); (4.7)
and  oss is the output of the torque monitor. The abbreviations \os", \ws" and \cs"
mean \operational side", \working side" and \camera side" respectively.
For three modules communication protocol is TCP/IP, and therefore, the In-
ternet technology is used as the communication platform of the teleoperation system.
The Internet is commonly used as a standard platform so that our implementation
is adapted easily without changing the existing hardware and/or software [97]. The
socket communication via TCP/IP is applied for communication technique of the
teleoperation system. The transmitted data from the operational side to the working
side are the reference position of the robot arm in the working side, and the received
data of the operational side from the working side are inputs to the servo controller
for the robot arm in the working side as the reference command.
The robot arms both of the operational side and of the working side are con-
trolled by the real time tasks at the constant sampling interval. Since the real time
task behavior can not be fullled by the socket communication via TCP/IP, the
communication must be handled by the non real time task.
The reference position generated in the operational side is transmitted to the
working side via network communication. After receiving the reference position, the
information is sent to the real time task of the robot arm control in the working
side. Then, the robot arm in the working side is moved according to the received
reference position. Therefore, even if the time intervals between the successively
received reference position in the working side vary due to the undesirable eects
such as communication delays, the remote control system works well.
The sequential ow of the remote control system is explained as follows:
1. The start command is transmitted from the operational side to the working side
through the socket communication via TCP/IP.
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2. In the operational side, the robot arm is controlled by FFC scheme at the con-
stant sampling time interval.
3. At the operational side, the position request is sent to the real time task. Then,
the position response of the robot arm in the operational side is received.
4. Subsequently at the operational side, the reference position of the working side
is calculated from the position response of the robot arm in the operational side.
5. Next reference position of the working side is transmitted from the operational
side to the working side through the Socket communication via TCP/IP.
6. In the working side, the received reference position is sent to the real time task
of the robot arm controller, and the robot arm is controlled at the constant
sampling time interval.
7. The above process from 1. to 6. continues until the mechanism switches to the
visual servo control.
4.2.2.2 Working side (Position control behavior) The dynamics of the robot arm
in the working side with the servo controller is expressed by
Hws(qws)qws + hws(qws; _qws) = Kws [K
ws
v fKwsp (qwsr   qws)  _qwsg]; (4.8)
where Hws(qws) is the inertia matrix, hws(qws; _qws) is the coupling nonlinear term,
qws is the position of joint angle, Kwsp , K
ws
v and K
ws
 are position loop gain, velocity
loop gain and torque constant for the robot arm in the working side, respectively.
The tip position pos of the robot arm in the operational side is calculated from
the joint position output qos as
pos = fos(qos); (4.9)
where f os means the forward kinematics of the robot arm in the operational side.
4.2.2.3 Camera side (Visual servo control by template matching) The template
matching is applied to images obtained from the USB camera at each sampling time.
The template matching is carried out by using the image for the target object obtained
in advance. Both images for the target object and the image obtained from the camera
are converted into gray-scale versions. The gray-scale image for the target object is
resized according to the distance between the camera and the target object. Then,
the target position in the image is obtained by the template matching, where the
direction is conducted by using an appropriate criterion such as the sum of squared
dierences of the brightness between two images [90]. The reference position vector
from the camera side (cs), pcs is determined in such a way that the center position
of the target is coincided with that of the image obtained from the camera by using
the distance calculation between the two center positions.
The target position is determined as follows:
1. Images are taken from the USB camera at each sampling time.
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2. To process the image, acquired image is converted from jpeg format to RGB
format.
3. Template matching method is used to determine the target position.
4. The detected target position is sent to the operational side through socket com-
munication by using TCP/IP.
4.2.2.4 Switch from remote control to visual servo control Figure 4.4 shows the
ow diagram of the switching mechanism from remote control to visual servo control.
The rough motion is handled by the remote control upon FFC scheme. If the USB
camera detects the target followed by sequential template matching [90], the working
side robot arm moves to the target position by using the visual servo control. In this
approach, reference position pcs is selected if there is the target object in the image
detected and obtained from the camera. If not, the reference position pos is selected,
qwsr =
8<: (f
ws) 1(pos) (if pos is selected)
(fws) 1(pcs) ; (if pcs is selected)
(4.10)
where fws and qwsr stand for the kinematics of the robot arm to be controlled and
reference of joint angles, respectively. Target detection from the camera image is
carried out by using the method of setting threshold criterion in term of the brightness
values [90, 91]. In our experiments, constant light conditions are assumed.
Start
Rough Motion
(Remote Control by FFC)
Within View
of Camera
Accurate Motion
( by Visual Servo Control)
No
Yes
End
Figure 4.4: Concept Flow Chart of Switching of Remote Control to Visual Servo Control
4.3 Validation of the teleoperation system
4.3.1 Experimental condition
The eectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system is assured by experiments.
The experimental study was carried out using actual robot arms connected with
LAN. Figure 4.5 shows the diagram of experimental setup for the given teleoperation
system.
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A vertical articulated robot arm, Performer MK3s (Yahata Electric Machinery
Mfg. Co. Ltd.) was used for the robot arm in the working side, and a SCARA was
used for the robot arm in the operational side. The parameters of these robots are
shown in Table 4.1. The position loop gain was given as KwsP = 25I [1/s] and the
velocity loop gain was given as Kwsv = 150I [1/s] for Performer MK3s, and the posi-
tion loop gain was given as Kosp = 2I [1/s] and the velocity loop gain was given as
Kosv = 120I [1/s] for SCARA. The real time behavior for both position and force-
free control was established by the RT-Linux environment. The sampling interval
of the real-time task for the robot arm control was 4 [ms], the time interval of the
reference position generation in the non-real time task of the operational side was ap-
proximately 50 [ms], and the time interval of visual servo control was approximately
200[ms]. For SCARA, Link 2 and Link 3 were used. For Performer MK3s, Link 1,
Link 2, Link 3 and Link 4 were used. This means that we can achieve the accurate
motion for not only y-direction but also z-direction. Then, Link 4 is controlled so as
to maintain the direction of the camera horizontally.
The following assumptions and conditions are made for the given teleoperation
system and for all the experiments.
1. The changes of external environment factors such as illumination level of the
working area are assumed to be negligible.
2. Skills and cognitive factors of the human operator are remained unchanged
throughout the experiments.
3. Locations of the master and slave robots are xed and also network trac on
communication channels, therefore, time delays and data loses are assumed to
be constant for given experimental results.
4. The template matching technique used in the experiments is sum of square
dierence (SSD). We assume SSD accuracy to remain unchanged during all the
experiments.
5. The SSD is known as light weight algorithm, so that computational burden issues
are homogeneous and assumed to be minimal throughout the experiments.
Table 4.1: Parameters of Performer MK3s and SCARA Robot
MK3s SCARA
Resolution 8192 8000
Gear ratio of Link 1 120 -
Gear ratio of Link 2 160 50
Gear ratio of Link 3 160 50
Gear ratio of Link 4 100 -
Length of Link 1 [m] 0.36 -
Length of Link 2 [m] 0.25 0.3
Length of Link 3 [m] 0.215 0.315
The USB camera used (we used a general purpose web-cam for this experiment)
during the experiments is MiniCam2 (V-Gear, Asiamajor Inc.). The proposed system
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claims to be able to work with any type of USB camera which merely depends on the
degree of accuracy needed. Therefore, the robot manipulator at the working side will
be able to operate with any type of plug and play camera after applying a few changes
on settings if necessary. However, our experimental setup for these experiments was
conned to the local area network on TCP/IP. Since our teleoperation system carries
out the control of the robot arm through the Internet, the working side can be located
in either a distant location of the local country or dierent geographical location
anywhere in the world.
Before experiments, we need to give the threshold value for the template match-
ing algorithm. The sum of squared dierences was adopted as the index to evaluate
the brightness of images. The pre-requisite experiment was carried out to nd the
average value for the threshold upon the same environmental conditions and same
target button. In the experiment, we took the readings as follows:
1. Size of the template image was congured as 74  72 [pixels] and camera image
size was congured as 288  352 [pixels].
2. Read the SSD value when the USB camera detects the target button, was ap-
proximately 7000.
3. Again read the SSD value when the USB camera is away from the view of the
target button, was approximately 22000.
4. The average 14500 of both readings for template matching algorithm was selected
as the threshold.
The robot arm in the operational side is moved passively according to the ex-
ternal force applied by a human hand. Therefore, robot arm, Performer MK3s will
have to be controlled as to bring the tip of the robot arm to reach the target position.
4.3.2 Experimental results by actual industrial robot arms
The experimental outcome was obtained from a series of experiments. The experi-
ments were carried out using actual robot arms. For the illustration, two of them
are described in this paper. The eectiveness of the teleoperation system is assured
by comparison of them. The outcome from the two dierent trials are illustrated
in Figs. 4.6 and 4.9. The actual robot arms were connected via LAN including the
mounted USB camera on the working side Performer-MK3s robot. Figures 4.6 and
4.7 are given by the reference positions for rough motion and accurate motion, re-
spectively. Figure 4.8 shows the time evolution of the robot arm tip position and the
corresponding reference position of the working side robot arm tip. Figure 4.9 shows
sequential plots of the locus of the tip position and symbol '' indicates the switching
point from rough motion to the accurate motion for each experiments.
Notations for the experiment result graphs are as follows: Tables 4.2 and 4.3
denote data format and the notations of the experiments. In Fig. 4.6, pos = (xos;yos)
is the reference position sent from the operational side (os) for x -direction and y-
direction, and in Fig. 4.7, pcs = (ycs; zcs) is the reference position sent from the
camera side (cs) for y-direction and z -direction.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental Setup Diagram of the Proposed Teleoperation System
The tip positions of the robot arm in the working side behaved according to the
reference position in the operational side until 4:32 [s] for the experiment (1) and 3:30
[s] for experiment (2), respectively. Then, the control strategy was changed from the
remote control to the visual servo control. The tip position was closed to the camera
side reference position. Finally, the tip position of the robot arm in the working side
reached the target position, where target was created by using a round black button
of 0.02 [m] diameter, xed on the board as shown in Fig. 4.5. Target was xed for
both experiments, and located at 0.51 [m] away from the x axis, 0.64 [m] high from
the y axis and 0.05 [m] from z axis of the robot base in the working side. The results
show that the teleoperation system combined with the remote control and the visual
servo control can be successfully operated.
Table 4.2: Communication Data Format for Operational Side (os) to Working Side (ws)
Transmit data Time[s] Position reference xos[m] Position reference yos[m]
Received data Time[s] Position output xwsr [m] Position output y
ws
r [m]
Table 4.3: Communication Data Format for Camera Side (cs) to Working Side (ws)
Transmit data Time[s] Position reference ycs[m] Position reference zcs[m]
Received data Time[s] Position output ywsr [m] Position output z
ws
r [m]
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(a) Experiment 1
(b) Experiment 2
Figure 4.6: Reference Position Generation with Time by Force-free Control for Experi-
ment Number 1 (Top) and 2 (Bottom)
(a) Experiment 1
(b) Experiment 2
Figure 4.7: Reference Position Generation with Time by Template Matching for Exper-
iment Number 1 (Top) and 2 (Bottom)
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(a) Experiment 1
(b) Experiment 2
Figure 4.8: Tip Position of the Robot Arm in the Working Side
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(a) Experiment 1
(b) Experiment 2
Figure 4.9: Locus of the Tip Position of the Working Side
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Maneuverability
Although, in the proposed system, human operator is required to operate the robot
arm in the working side by means of force-free control, it handles only the rough
motion through the remote control. Then, after receiving the reference position from
the operational side, the accurate motion of the robot arm in the working side can
be initiated autonomously by using the template matching cum visual servo control.
Besides, the behavior of our teleoperation system has two motion steps to reach
the desired target of working side robot arm to move. Therefore, requirement of the
human operator is to move the robot arm in the operational side whose operation will
be reected in the working side (where the target is located) within the frame of the
USB camera mounted on the robot arm in the working side. Thus, the handleability of
the proposed teleoperation system is high enough to execute more complex movements
as per the operator's expectations.
The most important aspect is that, we can use servo controller of the industrial
robot arm, without changing the factory tted congurations. Therefore, any robot
arm can be used for this application theoretically. The additional software of the
force-free control and communication program is enough for the realization of the
teleoperation system. In addition, a common type of USB camera with a computer
to process the images can be attached to the robot arm separately in the working
side to acquire the accurate target position control. The advantage of the above
brings exible teleoperation system conguration by use of the appropriate mechanism
selection of FFC followed by visual servo control for the operational side and for the
working side.
4.4.2 Accountability of network delays and data losses
Our aim is to make a teleoperation robot control system that will work between two
geographical locations in any part of the world. Therefore, the Internet technology is
identied as a readily available and suitable communication platform to be used for
the proposed system. The socket communication via TCP/IP may include commu-
nication delay and data losses which may also create inconsistency when transferring
data. With respect to the communication delay, the inuence may appear as a de-
lay of the robot arm motion in the working side from the motion in the operational
side because the reference position generated in the operational side is transmitted
to the working side, and the robot arm in the working side is moved according to the
received reference position with communication delay. Due to the lack of required
data of corresponding reference positions, the consequence of data losses may be re-
ected as an awkward or an undesirable robot arm movements in the working side.
By considering the remote control behavior, communication delay obviously defects
the maneuverability of the teleoperation system. Although, in this research, com-
munication delay may also be incurred to our teleoperation system, communication
delay is caused to the rough motion behavior of the robot arm in the working side.
Hence, the communication delay is not going to be a critical factor to be handled for
the cited system as accurate motion is totally carried out by the working side visual
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servo control under real time conditions.
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Figure 4.10: Reference Position Generation by FFC for Experiment No. 1 and No. 2
Following control experiments are carried out to illustrate the presence of de-
layed and loss of data during operation and transmission. We can clearly see the
data loses in the Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 of the experiment No. 1. The reference position
graphs, in the experiment No. 1 dots are missing with respect to the time intervals
and experiment No. 2 no data loses can be seen. Since, both cases proposed control
system make robot arm to reach to the target position, we can accept the systems
fault tolerance on data loses during the transmission. Thus, during an operation re-
mote control communication delay can also be occurred. Since, the communication
delay is caused to the rough motion behavior of the robot arm in the working side,
undesirable movements is not going to be created by communication delay or random
data losses. Therefore, it reects to the conclusion that fault tolerant capability of the
given system for presence of data loses and communication delays has been inherited.
4.4.3 Practical usability and advantages
The teleoperation system was tested using actual industrial type robot arms in both
master and slave sides. The results show the accurate motion of the working robot
that brings the tip of the robot arm to the desired target position. Our motivation
is to implement teleoperation system without changing existing servo controllers of
the industrial robots used in both master and slave sides. The proposed system was
achieved by introducing external control software modules for FFC and visual servo
control including a low cost USB camera. In our specic approach, the idea of using
an industrial type robot arm in the operational side stems from the fact that, in the
present time, industrial robot arms are commonly available in most of the countries.
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Figure 4.11: Reference Position Generation by Template Matching for Experiment No. 1
and No. 2
We found that it is highly versatile if one can varify an accurate teleoperation by using
existing robots without major changes to their controllers. In practice, the proposed
teleoperation system can be veried with an addition of extra software modules along
with a few required conguration changes and an available low cost Internet commu-
nication channel. The above capability proves that in any situation like hazardous
or an emergency, the proposed system can be applied even if the working robot is
located in a remote location. By adopting the Internet technology, it can accurately
be controlled remotely by using an industrial type robot arm located anywhere by
means of minor conguration changes and human operator assistance. Moreover, it
is important to state that the operation side industrial robot arm need not to be so
accurate or precise in operation so that a low cost or an old robot arm can be used
in the operational side as it is used only to provide rough motion reference position
for the slave robot. Therefore, we also contribute to provide a low cost teleoperation
system by means of integrating FFC and visual servo control techniques, where the
proposed system can be congured for the existing industrial robots when teleopera-
tion needs to be performed.
The teleoperation system provides an accurate motion control autonomously
in the working side robot. Therefore, the system would compensate burdens due
to the master control time delays and human operator mistakes to greater extent.
The above facts give evidence to the fact that proposed teleoperation system has
been a signicant alternative solution to handle the existing problems of time delays,
data losses and irregular communications of the current context of teleoperation. To
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accomplish the solution, the system needs a few command data from the master side
as supervisory control. The high degree of slave side autonomy feature for accurate
control scheme brings the system tradeo by reducing processing complexities and
computational and communication burdens.
4.5 Summary with concluding remarks
In this chapter work, teleoperation of robot arm by means of force-free control and
visual template matching was described. The reference position of the working side
robot arm was generated by two control schemes, called rough motion and accu-
rate motion. Two control schemes were executed; the remote control was achieved
by means of force-free control, and visual servo control scheme was developed us-
ing template matching. The eectiveness of the above approach was veried by the
experiments. Indeed, two sets of experimental results were provided to assure the
repeatability of the proposed system. Additional control experiments were carried
out to justify the claim of fault tolerance against data losses and delays during data
communication via network. At this stage, since each of the experiments were con-
ducted without changing light, glare, illumination conditions, these result are not
assured and guaranteed to be used under dierent environment conditions. Some of
the possible deviations due to an environment and a human factor changes were ana-
lyzed for dierent lighting level variations and dierent human operator perceptions,
an exclusive description for the analysis given in next chapter.
Chapter 5
Evaluation of the Teleoperation
System for Human Operator
Perceptions
This chapter is dedicated to illustrate that an extension to investigate research
considers the teleoperation of an articulated robot arm by means of force-free con-
trol and visual servo control (VSC) over communication channels using the Internet
technology. A semi-autonomous type teleoperation system contains a human supervi-
sory control and VSC schemes and switches one scheme to another for accomplishing
the required task accurately. The main investigation is carried out to nd how it
eectively improves the accuracy and the eectiveness of the tele-operation after pro-
vision of a visual feedback channel to the system. The system accuracy, eectiveness,
repeat-ability and handleability based on the human operators skills and operators
cognitive aspects are evaluated using experimental results and statistical data anal-
ysis. Eectiveness of the statistical analysis is assured by increasing the number of
experiment data and assuming environmental factors, and implicit variables maintain
to be unchanged. Correlation coecients are calculated to nd out how controlled
input parameters are related to the successful output given by the system.
5.1 Introduction
In many years, telerobotics has been a major concern among researchers. It becomes
more focused and justied for space and undersea operations, re-ghting and rescue
operations in battlefronts and disasters, and also for training and entertainment ac-
tivities. Teleoperation is of utmost importance, when the working site is hazardous,
such as nuclear plant activities, land-mine extraction, toxic chemical plant activities
and so forth. In recent two decades, Internet has been much popular infrastructure
for the communication activities and therefore, researchers use Internet for telerobotic
applications as consistent communication platform. The TCP sockets have also been
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consistently used in many areas in telecommunication so that it gives past track
records to be guaranteed as reliable communication with ow control, sequencing
and re-transmitting of lost data [104]. The rst Internet based telerobotics started
as Goldberg [105] connecting a SCARA and ASEA IRb-6 type robots to the Internet
in 1994. Since then, more researchers found their interest to use Internet for the de-
velopment of advanced robot teleoperation applications, and remarkable early stage
developments are published in [106, 107, 108].
However, the major concern in Internet technology based teleoperation is that
an uncertain transmission delay between human operator in the master side and the
teleoperated robot in the slave side. Major contributions to overcome such transmis-
sion issues are given in [109]. The Sheridan's supervisory control [82] was proposed
and it was appreciated in view of stable teleoperation. Supervisory control approach
implements an autonomous local feed back loop at the slave manipulator. Remote
human operator needs only to send key parameters or few required data to initiate
and the slave manipulator, of what just slave manipulator required for planing the
trajectories and controlling the manipulator. This research is also based on a human
supervisory control approach.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic Diagram of General Supervisory Controlled Semi-autonomous
Teleoperation System.
Figure 5.1 shows the schematic model representation of an Internet-based su-
pervisory controlled teleoperation system. It also illustrates the main components
and the terminologies in the context of a teleoperation systems. In our research, we
adopted the same base architecture for experimental teleoperation setup. Moreover,
the applicability and eectiveness of the supervisory control in teleoperation is highly
depended and aected by the capability of the supervisory control in the master side
as well as the local controller of the slave side. The investigation is based on the
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evaluation of the human operator's skills and cognitive factors on a supervisory con-
trol. And how those factors can correlate with an eectiveness of the investigated
teleoperation system.
The teleoperation system of this investigation comprises of two dierent tech-
niques which are attached in to dierent modules. First one is the force-free control
(FFC) which is used to realize the passive motion of robot arm for given external
force by human operator. The details of FFC are described in [12] and references
therein. The second one is the image processing module in which template matching
(TM) techniques are used to carry out the accurate motion control by means of visual
servo control [89]. Experiments were carried out by selecting operators appropriately
corresponding to the following three kinds of experiments:
1. Providing camera view feedback to the operator.
2. Giving a guided map including desired path of the target.
3. Both map and visual feedback provided.
4. No additional aid provide (by seeing remote location robot from operational
point).
5.2 Teleoperation by force-free conrol and visual servo control
Please refer chapter 4 for more details, in which full description of teleoperation
system is given. Our teleoperation system consists of two dierent motion control
mechanisms. First is to accomplish remote control action by means of human oper-
ator assistance, in which FFC method is used. The details of the mechanisms and
functions are described in author's work [76]. Figure 5.2 shows the detailed schematic
presentation of the teleoperation system and Fig. 5.3 gives the details of the data com-
munication paths. The position control can be achieved by two kinds of motions for
the reference position of the robot arm, i.e., the rough motion and the accurate mo-
tion. For the rough motion, the reference position is generated manually by using
FFC. Second is to accomplish the accurate motion where the reference position is
generated automatically by using the vision system based visual servo control (VSC).
In order to generate the reference position of the robot arm for the accurate motion,
the image obtained from the USB camera is analyzed and processed. The vision sys-
tem attached to the camera side is responsible for detecting the target position. The
reference position data for the robot arm are sent through the network as illustrated
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.
After receiving reference position data from the master control, slave robot in
the working side moves accordingly as \rough motion." The human operator moves
the master robot arm manually until the camera mounted on the working side robot
captures the image of the target object. Then system switches to the second control
scheme for \accurate motion."
5.2.1 Force-free control (FFC)
The FFC realizes the passive motion of the robot arm due to external force so that the
robot arm can move freely according to the external force. In this teleoperation system
FFC control plays an important role by generating reference positions when human
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operator executes the desired movement on the operational side robot. The generated
reference position data is sent to the working side robot via network by using the
socket communication TCP/IP [98]. The FFC for passive motion of the robot arm is
applied without changes to the robot manufacturer's hardware congurations [97].
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Figure 5.2: Schematic Diagram of the Investigated Teleoperation System with Visual
Feedback
5.2.2 Visual servo control (VSC)
In our teleoperation system, VCS [89] plays an important role by helping working side
robot arm to reach the target, after switching from the \rough motion." A general
USB camera can be used in the VSC. At each sampling time, image is sent to the
image processing in the camera side computer.
The image analysis is done by using template matching (TM) techniques [103,
101], in which, it calculates the position of the target inside the image. Then, system
calculates the corresponding reference position and send it to the working side robot.
To apply the template matching algorithm, camera image must be processed at a each
sampling so that, robot can reach to the target position. The center of the camera
view and the target object at a particular instance of the VSC are calculated in each
sampling. And continuously, image is processed and applied the template matching
until target would coincides with the center of the camera view.
5.3 Human operator's perception
The main objective of this research to investigate the applicability of the system by
using dierent users and scenarios. Therefore, this research is focused on some aspects
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Figure 5.3: Communication Network and Data Flow Directions
Figure 5.4: Monitor PC User View and Guide Map
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Table 5.1: Experiment Data and Results for Teleoperation Using Dierent Users
Exp. User No. Skill / Results (Success or Failed) Remarks
No. (Operator) Experience. Direct Guide Camera Guide & Age-Field of Study
Level View Map View Camera View (Related or Not)
1 User No.1 High Success Success Success Success 23 - Related
2 User No.2 High Success Success Success Success 23 - Related
3 User No.3 High Success Success Success Success 34 - Related
4 User No.4 Low Success Failed Success Success 21 - Related
5 User No.5 Low Success Failed Failed Success 22 - Related
6 User No.6 New Failed Failed Failed Failed 20 - Non Related
7 User No.7 New Success Success Success Success 20 - Related
8 User No.8 New Success Failed Success Success 21 - Non Related
9 User No.9 New Success Failed Failed Success 21 - Non Related
10 User No.10 New Success Success Success Success 21 - Non Related
11 User No.11 New Success Success Success Success 23 - Non Related
12 User No.12 New Failed Success Success Success 23 - Non Related
13 User No.13 New Success Failed Success Success 20 - Related
14 User No.14 New Failed Failed Failed Failed 20 - Related
15 User No.15 New Failed Failed Success Success 21 - Non Related
16 User No.16 New Success Success Success Success 21 - Related
17 User No.17 New Success Failed Failed Success 20 - Non Related
18 User No.18 New Success Failed Success Success 20 - Non Related
19 User No.19 New Success Failed Success Success 20 - Related
20 User No.20 New Success Failed Success Success 21 - Non Related
21 User No.21 New Success Success Success Success 21 - Non Related
22 User No.1-R High Success Success Success Success 23 - Related
23 User No.4-R Low Success Success Failed Success 21 - Related
24 User No.9-R New Success Failed Success Success 21 - Non Related
25 User No.19-R New Failed Failed Success Failed 20 - Related
26 User No.20-R New Success Failed Failed Success 21 - Non Related
NB:User No.X-R means Repeat by same user
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of the system especially for accuracy, eectiveness, repeatability, handleability and so
forth.
In a practical situation no one can guarantee that high skill exclusive operator
would be available in all time. Therefore, teleoperation system design is focused
to make it as simple to operate even by the average user who does not have prior
experience or special skills of operating the system. And also it can be operated with
the minimum guidance as shown in Fig. 5.2. the system would provide the operational
assistance by means of online camera views (\C1" and \C2" in Figs. 5.2, 5.4) and the
guide map of the target location.
The human operator's responsibility is to manipulate the robot arm in the
operational side as to give \rough motion" to the working side robot that would
catch the target within its camera view. To investigate the ability of applying the
supervisory action by the general user, a larger number of experiments were carried
out by providing dierent means of aid to human user and also sample of users were
selected with irrespective of experience, age, eld of studies and anthropometry of
the body [113].
In general, each human has dierent levels of cognitive power, persistence, re-
active or response time, level of skill for particular area, level of experience, prior
knowledge of a particular subject etc. Therefore, any system with human involve-
ment subjects to above mentioned aspects [114]. Due to above mentioned reasons,
system is designed in such way that it should be identied the tolerances of those
aspects if the system is intended to be applied in real practice.
5.4 Experimental results
Figure 5.2 is illustrated the experimental setup, the robot arm named Performer MK3s
with attached USB camera in working side was controlled by the reference position
generated in the operational side using SCARA robot. The SCARA is manually
operated by a human operator until the target was included in the view of the camera.
Then, Performer MK3s is controlled autonomously by the reference position generated
in the camera side. As in Fig. 5.2, target object is located in the slave side. A network
camera is used to capture the view of the target area and it will give the video feed
back to the monitor PC as a camera view \C2" in Fig. 5.3. The SCARA and the
MK3s robots are connected to the computers in the master side and the slave side
respectively. Image processing is done in the image processing pc \C1" in the slave
side of the system. The arrow marks are given to show the movements of the SCARA
robot which are performed by a human operator.
In this experiment, each of the experiments was done by volunteer users as
listed in the Table 5.1. The experiments were arranged to get four readings from each
user. Users skill level is dened based on the past experience of using the system and
ranked them as \High", \Low" and \New" as in Table 5.1. Four reading were taken
form dierent scenarios of the experiments as listed in Table 5.1 as follows:
1. \Direct View" is given for an operator manipulate the robot arm by looking at
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the master side robot directly and no any other aid is given.
2. \Guide Map" is given for an operator manipulates the robot arm by only looking
at the site map of the target position as shown in Fig. 5.2.
3. \Camera View" is given for an operator manipulates the robot arm by looking
at the computer monitor which has camera view of the target location of the
working side as shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.4 .
4. \Guide and Camera View" is given when operator has both aids of guide map and
camera view feed back. Figure 5.4 illustrates the \Monitor PC" view provided
to the user.
However, communication delays contracted in the system are assumed to be
constant for all the scenarios and eects of them are not taken into the account.
The results showed that visual feed back improved the eectiveness of the total
teleoperation cycle in regardless of the age and level of experience. However, commu-
nication delay on video stream can degrades the decision taking time for performing
desired movements by applying external force. Statistical data analysis using the
\probability and correlation coecients" are carried out to verify the results based
on how eectively target is reached on dierent experiment scenarios by dierent
human operators as shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The \success level" gives the prob-
ability of success in each category.
To identify a feasibility of the use of the teleoperation system by dierent users
with dierent perceptions, thorough investigation are carried out by using unbiased
sample of human users. In this investigation, we used 26 dierent trials of experiments
as given in Table 5.1 which denotes the abstract and nal information about the
total investigation. User age and user's eld of studies whether it related to the
teleoperation or not are also given under remarks. From the research, we draw main
objective that how eectively new user having dierent perspectives can operate the
teleoperation system by using dierent visual aids such as a video feed back or/and
a guide map of the target location.
In addition, a new user was given an introduction prior to begin his trials of
experiment. It was found that certain either new or experience users shown energetic
and condent interest, and also they wanted to perform more and more trials, how-
ever, few of them were found an uncomfort feeling and were lethargic during their
turns. Hence, the eectiveness of the supervisory action also depends upon operators
instantaneous condition and cognitive aspects of their mind or/and their perspectives
regardless of their experience or skills at the time of an experiment [115].
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Table 5.2: Correlation Variations with Skill Level
Category Correlation with Remarks
skill level
1 Direct View -0.2218 Negative
2 Guide map Only 0.1379 Positive
3 Cameras Only -0.1011 Negative
4 Cameras & Guide -0.1136 Negative
Table 5.3: Probability of Success Level Variation With Category
Category Success level Remarks
% (Skilled user)
1 Direct View 80.77 all success
2 Guide map Only 42.31 2 failed
3 Cameras Only 73.1 2 failed
4 Cameras & Guide 88.46 all success
5.5 Discussion
According to Table 5.2, the guide only scenario has shown positive correlation with
skill level. However, in all other scenarios, correlation with skill level and success rate
has negative correlation. Also it is observed that negative correlation decreases with
introduction of camera view, this indicates that giving online visual feedback with
instructions to the users gives better performance. Moreover, it can be stated that
skill level and guide only scenario indicate stronger linear relationship than that of
skill level and camera view scenario. Table 5.3 shows the success probability variation
for each category.
The results show positive increment on system eectiveness by introducing on-
line camera feedback, regardless of a user being experienced or not. Since a large
number of new users are involved in this investigation, we can conclude that intro-
ducing visual aid directly increases the eectiveness as shown in Table 5.3 of proba-
bility of success. However, in most cases experienced users of the system have shown
that they can handle the system successfully even without an online visual feedback.
Moreover, certain amount of users found dicult to use and manipulate the teleoper-
ation system; results show that success percentage varies when category changes. It
is also observed that certain number of users could not be able to operate the master
robot arm as then moving the working robot on desired rough motion towards the
target.
However, in their second attempt, same users could get succeeded. Therefore,
we conclude that system operational functions can easily be understandable for a
general user who did not have either any previous interactions or experience on using
the system. Since the sample of users used for the investigation does not include
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female users, correlation results might have a high possibility of variation if sample
includes female users.
5.6 Summary with concluding remarks
In this contribution, an investigation is carried out for the teleoperation system to
nd out how human factors with cognitive aspects aect the system eectiveness and
performance when it applies in practice. It is essential that we must test the system
with large number of real scenarios to validate the applicability, if the teleoperation
system claims to be used in real application. Moreover, especially if a system has
human user involvement and which is a critical factor for a fulllment of nal objec-
tives then a sample of users should be selected with a high degree of variation and
the sample amount must also be higher.
The relevance of the real world application of the teleoperation system, par-
ticularly in case of human supervisory involvement, is highlighted herein. Finally,
provision of a visual feedback channel for the human user eectively increased the
applicability and success rate (eectiveness) of the teleoperation system regardless
of users skills, age and relevance to their major eld of study. By considering the
results, if number of users in the sample or number of experiments is increased then
the regression analysis also can be carried out using a tted probability model for the
experimental results.
Chapter 6
Analysis of Teleoperation
System for Lighting Variations
In this chapter, the evaluation criteria for teleoperation system described in the
chapters 4 and 5 is investigated by the viewpoint of variation of lighting conditions
on dierent image processing algorithms. For all cases, communication channels are
established by using the Internet technology. The teleoperation system is almost
similar to that of chaper 4 and 5 which comprises of two dierent techniques. One is
the force-free control (FFC), which is used to realize the passive motion of the robot
arm for an external force. The other is an image processing component in which
template matching (TM) techniques are adopted to realize the accurate motion by
means of visual servo control. Since the template matching technology plays a vital
role in our teleoperation system, it is important to investigate the behavior according
to varying lighting levels. The experiments were performed to investigate the inuence
of lighting conditions by using actual robot arms with vision system. Two main
template matching algorithms are illustrated in order to make clear understanding of
applying the teleoperation system appropriately for dierent lighting conditions.
6.1 Introduction
Teleoperation via Internet technology is an important research topic in robotics. This
has been an emerging topic in recent years, is a means of rendering demanding ser-
vices in hazardous environments, space exploration, mining, maintenance and hazard
handling of nuclear plants, surgery and deep sea explorations with under water main-
tenance [87, 88, 95]. However, in conventional approaches (e.g., direct manipulation
from the master side control with human interference [82]), the self-adaptive capabil-
ity of the slave manipulator (in this context slave side referred as\working side") is
limited. In addition, in conventional methods, the time delay in communication is a
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considerable problem. Therefore, self-adaptive or autonomous capability on the slave
robot arm is important because teleoperation is often performed in dangerous (e.g.,
nuclear, hazardous chemical environments, high temperature areas) or partially un-
certain (e.g., unexpected changes in environmental conditions such as glare, shading,
sudden drops of sunlight and reections) environments. In such situations, control
ability from the master side is limited and slave side control should handle the robot
control autonomously.
However, vision systems are generally sensitive to the changes of lighting levels
of the surrounding environment. It must be eagerly vital to investigate the behavior
of the vision system according to the variation of lighting conditions before applying
to the practical usage.
In [99], investigations on the eect of lighting variation on template matching are
elaborated, where lighting invariant matching algorithms are also discussed in order to
make concise comparisons. The ability to tolerate brightness variations with dierent
template matching techniques and their applicability were studied in [100, 101].
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Figure 6.1: Schematic Diagram of the Teleoperation System
Due to obvious communication delays and uncertainty limitations, the accurate
manipulation from the master side by human operator is highly impossible (In this
context, master side referred to as \operational side."). Therefore, the operational
side performs initial movements to the robot and then the working side robot moves
accordingly. It always shows such movements are not so accurate due to communica-
tion delays and human and internal uncertainties involved (teleoperation until camera
detects the target is said to be \rough motion"). The rough motion is enough for
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working side robot to move towards the target manually by human operator however,
it is dicult to reach the exact desired target position. To reach the exact target po-
sition visual servo control is used where camera guided vision system is implemented
(where image processing is done referred as \camera side"). The camera side opera-
tion has the responsibility of moving working side robot to the exact target position
autonomously (in these cases, movement of robot since camera detects the target and
until it reaches to the target referred as \accurate motion"). In fact, by applying
appropriate switching of two control schemes, it can be compensated the uncertainty
errors involve in cause of human and communication delays [98].
Table 6.1: Recommended Standards Levels of Indoor Lighting for Industrial and Labo-
ratory Work
Place Activity brightness
or area type (Illuminance [Lux])
General Doing 700 - 1500
Laboratories Experiments
Oce General work 1500 - 3000
Environment stations
Production area/ 1500 - 3000
Laboratory work
Industrial
Factories/Labs. Electrical 1500 - 3000
cabinet
The recommended standards for lighting levels depend upon the type of the
work being done. Table 6.1 shows some of the recommended lighting ranges for
experiments and indoor industrial operations [102].
In this research, industrial type robot arms are used in the experiments. In
general, it is dicult to move the robot arms freely by applying external force (passive
motion). To restrain from such diculty, the force-free control (FFC) technique
is used. The FFC is used in operational side to execute desired movements when
applying an external force by the human operator. The details of the implementation
of FFC for teleoperation system is given in [97] and references therein. The details and
current status of the teleoperation system which is used to investigate and describe
in this context are given in [76, 111, 112].
Figure 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of the investigated teleoperation system.
In \operational side," robot arm is manipulated by a human operator giving an
external force `F rm' to the robot arm. Then, according to that movement, the robot
arm in the working side moves until the camera mounted on the working side robot
arm's tool end detects the target object. In each experiment, lighting level is measured
by using the \lux-meter" xed at the working side.
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To investigate the lighting conditions, experiments using actual robot arms with
vision system were carried out for dierent lighting levels. And those experiments
were carried out by using the same parameters and target position except the lighting
level. The target position was set in advance and xed throughout the experiments.
Moreover, it is found that small change of lighting level is aected in vision
system parameters, hence, it aects to the visual servo control behavior of the teleop-
eration system. The results also illustrate that color of the target has a considerable
eect to achieve the desired behavior of our teleoperation system. Finally, to cre-
ate concrete investigations, multiple experiments were performed for each lighting
level and hence, repeatability of the teleoperation system is justied. The operation
repeatability is also an important parameter when the system is claimed to be appli-
cable in operation. To study the same in operation, investigations were carried out
based on lighting variations towards nding the lighting level for the accurate opera-
tion, in which correlation of the color variation of the target object was also observed.
The experimental results are also described the eectiveness and the accuracy of the
system under dierent lighting conditions.
6.2 Overview of main system components
To understand the operation, it is required to identify the main parts of the system, so
that this section briey introduces the roles of the force-free control and the template
matching technique with visual servo control. Please refer Chapters 3 and 4 for full
details of FFC and an adapted teleoperation system.
6.2.1 Force-free control
The idea of the FFC is to realize the passive motion of the robot arm due to external
force so that the robot arm can move freely according to the external force. In this
teleoperation system FFC control plays an important role by generating reference
positions when human operator executes the desired movement on the operational
side robot. The generated reference position data is sent to the working side robot via
network by using the socket communication TCP/IP [98]. After receiving reference
position data, robot in the working side moves accordingly as \rough motion." The
human operator should move the robot arm manually until the camera mounted on
the working side robot captures the image of the target object. Until this stage, we
call such motion as \rough motion," and then system switches to the second control
scheme for \accurate motion."
In the FFC control concept, the passive motion of the robot arm by the external
force under zero friction and zero gravity conditions. The FFC for passive motion
of the robot arm is applied without changes to the robot manufacturer's hardware
congurations, so that FFC is coupled as separate control module to built in servo
controller of the robot arm [12].
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6.2.2 Visual servo control
Visual servo control [89] plays an important role by helping working side robot arm to
reach the target, after switching from the rough motion. This component consists of a
general USB camera which is used to capture the target. And at each sampling time
image is sent to the image processing unit in the camera side computer. Figure 6.2
illustrates the ow diagram of switching between rough motion to accurate motion.
Start
Rough Motion
(Remote Control by FFC)
Within View
of Camera
Accurate Motion
( by Visual Servo Control)
No
Yes
End
Figure 6.2: Flow Chat of the Motion State Switching
The image analysis is done by using template matching (TM) techniques [103,
116], in which correlation between images taken in each sample and the predened
template image of the target is calculated. Then, it calculates the position of the
target inside the image. Thereafter, it calculates the corresponding reference position
and send it to the working side robot.
Sum of Square Dierences SSD and Normalized Cross Correlation Matching
NCC algorithms [90, 91] are used to match the template and hence, used to calculate
the position of the target within the camera view, in which \SSD" has higher sensitiv-
ity on lighting changes whereas NCC has less sensitivity though, high computational
complex instead. The accuracy of expected results of the experiment and speed of
the TM output depend on the algorithm [101]. Due to our requirement of online and
fast object tracking, histogram technique of using 'H' of "HSV" has been rejected. At
early stage spot tests also given poor computational speeds and poor ecacy during
very low lighting levels for 'H' component based tracking. Therefore, we use SSD and
NCC to gain the faster response.
To apply the template matching algorithm, camera image must be processed
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at each sampling so that, robot reaches the correct target position. In order to
coincide the target to the center of the camera image (an instantaneous position of
the robot arm tip) the center should be moved towards the target position which is
being detected by the template matching. The center of the camera view and the
target object at a particular instance of the visual servo control are calculated in each
sampling. And then image must be processed and applied the template matching until
target would coincides with the center of the camera image view. The processing time
of the template matching also depends upon the selected TM algorithm [101].
6.2.3 Lighting level measurements
The lighting level measurement of the working environment is an uncertain task be-
cause, in practical scenarios frequent lighting level changes can be observed. However,
our investigation is based on the indoor working conditions of the robot so that uncer-
tain light condition changes are expected. Therefore uncertainty of the light must be
assumed in advance to justify the uncertain measurements. We assume, the variations
of the sun light component is negligible. Throughout the experiments, light is given
from both indoor sunlight and articial orescent light sources xed along the roof
board. Since the sun light has a considerable amount of the total light measurement
and also if the sun light from the outdoor drops or jumps, that would again have a
high chance to vary the indoor light level. However, the above variations are assumed
to be included under possible uncertainties of the measurements. We found that
lighting variations and also projection perspectives of images are likely to be an in-
deterministic (stochastic) in nature. However, as an initial step we concentrated only
on stochastic nature of light level variations while assuming orthogonal perspectives
of the images.
The light level measurements are done by using the Lux meter. The measure-
ment are taken under 3 dierent lighting levels as low, normal and high, under each
category three dierent color target objects are used as red, blue and white. Two
template matching algorithms are used to investigate the lighting conditions under
each category.
6.3 Experimental evaluation
We need to evaluate the system accuracy, eectiveness and operation repeatability of
teleoperation based on lighting conditions or level variations of the working environ-
ment.
6.3.1 Experimental setup
The robot arm named Performer MK3s (an articulated type robot arm, we called it
as MK3s in short) with USB camera in working side is controlled by the reference
position generated in operational side using SCARA type robot. The SCARA is
manually controlled by a human operator until the target is included in the camera
image. Then, MK3s is controlled autonomously by the reference position generated
in camera side. General purpose USB cameras are not always directly supported on
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Figure 6.3: Schematic Diagram of Template Matching Technique
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UNIX based real-time OS, therefore, we congured Microsoft Windows based system
for image processing and connected via LAN. Figure 6.3 shows the schematic view
of the TM, where Wt and Ht are width and height of the template image which is
used in the experiment and W and H are the width and height of the camera image
respectively. Center of the camera image is shown as (W=2; H=2) and (u; v) given
the position of the target object located in the camera image. (a; b) is the corner
coordinates of the target template included in the camera view, where range is dened
as (a; a+Wt=2) and (b; b+Ht=2).
Figure 6.4 shows the schematic diagram of experimental setup (cf. [12]). The
experiments were carried out by using the same parameters and target position except
the lighting level. The target position was set as (x; y; z) = (0:635; 0:465; 0:003) [m]
and xed throughout the experiments. As the target, round shape buttons with
diameter 0.02 [m] were used and xed on the white color board. Three dierent color
targets (red, blue and white) were used for experiments under three dierent lighting
conditions; low, normal and high (light intensity is changed by adding more orescent
bulbs and changing room exposer to sun light ) as shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Lighting conditions were measured using a \Lux Meter" (Accuracy: Illumination
5%) which was xed near to the target as shown in Fig. 6.4.
Before it starts the image processing, required parameters must be initialized.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, First, camera image frame size is given as (W; H) = (352; 288)
[pixels]. For all the template images, size is predened as (Wt; Ht) = (72; 72) [pixels].
Then, for each experiment, \average value" is calculated by doing pre-requisites tests
by using same target object as shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 and we measured the
illumination level by using Lux-meter with the illumination measurement accuracy
of 5%. Thereafter, experiment is done for particular TM and the target assuring
illumination level should be unchanged in order to obtain correct correlation values
against predened threshold. And also glare eects, shading, reections and natural
micro variations are assumed to be negligibly small and considered as avoidable eects.
The above process was carried out for each experiment as listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
6.3.2 Experimental results and discussion
The experiments were carried out for each lighting level under SSD and NCC of TM
algorithms, and the results for SSD algorithm are illustrated in Table 6.2 and for
NCC in Table 6.3.
In the described teleoperation system, the calculation of the threshold value
for TM is required in advance. The procedure is summarized as follows: First, the
value of TM (SSD/NCC) algorithm is calculated when the camera image contains
the target, where the values are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 as \Lower." Second, the
value of SSD/NCC is computed when the camera image does not include the target,
where the values are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 as \Upper." Finally, the average of
the lower and upper values to adopt as the threshold value for TM is calculated, the
observed values are shown in tables as \Average."
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It is found that change of lighting level is highly aected on SSD average value,
and results also verify that it reects to the visual servo control behavior of our
teleoperation system. The results also illustrate that color of the target also has a
considerable eect to achieve the desired behavior of our teleoperation system based
on TM, where \succeeded" in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 means that the USB camera of the
robot arm MK3s captured the target and then, tip of the MK3s reached to the target.
The term \Succeeded-smoothly" was given in that, robot reached to the target after
it detects by the camera view without showing trembling or jerks. However, NCC
has an inherit attribute that it requires very similar image of target as the template,
where as SSD perform well even if the template color intensity dierent from the
actual target.
Further, it is seen from the Tables 6.2 and 6.3 that \Lower" values calculated
for \red" and \blue" buttons have shown noticeable dierences. The red button used
in the experiments had shiny light-red in color surface, so that color contrast between
white board and the button was lower and also reection and glare eects incurred
might be higher. The blue button was dark-blue in color, and the color contrast
between white board was higher. Therefore, TM algorithm had given better threshold
values for blue color one, and therefore, teleoperation experiment was successfully
conducted.
Despite of the higher sensitivity on lighting conditions, SSD can be used when
lighting levels are managed approximately in between 300  650 [Lux] and provided
the color contrast between target and background is higher. Moreover, NCC shows
an acceptable output when system operate at lower lighting levels around 90   650
[Lux] as shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.2: Summary of Experimental Data and Results for SSD Type
Light Target Exp. Threshold value cal.(SSD) Experiment
[Lux] Color No. Lower Upper Average Result
Red 1 340 760 550 Not succeeded
Low Blue 2 410 760 585 Not succeeded
(90-100) White 3 580 750 670 Not succeeded
Red 4 10500 24500 17500 Succeeded
Normal Blue 5 6500 24500 15500 Succeeded-smoothly
(330-340) White 6 18500 24500 21500 Not succeeded
Red 7 14300 31730 23015 Succeeded-smoothly
High Blue 8 8650 31730 20190 Succeeded-smoothly
(620-630) White 9 24400 31730 28065 Not succeeded
6.4 Concluding remarks
The investigations are carried out for the teleoperation system by considering the
system behavior due to varying lighting conditions. The evaluated system has a
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Table 6.3: Summary of Experimental Data and Results for NCC Type
Light Target Exp. Threshold value cal.(NCC) Experiment
[Lux] Color No. Lower Upper Average Result
Red 1 0.860 0.940 0.900 Succeeded
Low Blue 2 0.740 0.940 0.840 Succeeded
(90-100) White 3 0.983 0.986 0.984 Not-Succeeded
Red 4 0.866 0.914 0.890 Succeeded
Normal Blue 5 0.780 0.920 0.800 Succeeded-smoothly
(330-340) White 6 0.984 0.987 0.985 Succeeded
Red 7 0.880 0.924 0.902 Succeeded
High Blue 8 0.796 0.946 0.871 Succeeded-smoothly
(620-630) White 9 0.985 0.988 0.986 Succeeded
module to make an accurate motions in which, TM techniques were used to aid the
visual servo control, and two dierent type of TM algorithms are used in the the
investigations. Therefore, it is revealed that system performance and behavior are
highly depend upon light intensity around robot working space as well as the color
contrast between the target and the target background.
From the results, it is veried that, lower lighting conditions NCC has shown
accurate template matching performance when color contrast between the target ob-
ject and the background is higher. However, the illumination level is higher than 330
[Lux] both TM algorithms are shown accurate results by reaching target in each ex-
periment. So in practice, we need to setup an appropriate selection of the algorithm
if the lighting levels likely to be changed during the operations. However, throughout
the investigation glaring eects, sunlight to orescent light ratio, lighting reections
due to surround objects and so forth are taken as homogenous and constant eects.
Chapter 7
Force Compliance Passive
Motion Control Implemented
Using AI Techniques
This chapter is mainly collaborated with the detailed evaluation of lightweight
compliance force control synthesis for commonly use industrial type robot arms. In
order to apply for the safety cum fault tolerance implications in industrial operat-
ing conditions, the proposed control scheme uses dierent theoretical approaches de-
pending on the output/input constrains and the level of access of the servo controller
parameters of the target robot arm. Therefore, four dierent implementations of the
proposed compliance controller are dened and two of them which adapt genetic al-
gorithm and neural network are mainly analyzed and simulated under the research
since the other two are investigated in our previous states of the sequence of work
which have been carried so far. In general, changing of existing congurations of the
industrial robot servo parameters and hardware setups are really a tedious task for
the user due to high technical and cost factor considerations and also most cases older
versions could not be supported in technical means by the manufacturer itself. This
chapter also comprehends and suggests a solution by adapting the controller module
as a plug-in which needs only minute changes to the existing setup by free of cost
and risk.
7.1 Introduction and background
In current context most industrial countries use robots in higher number in various
elds including manufacturing, medical, military welfare, amusement and so forth.
This chapter is merely focused on robots belong to the industrial manufacturing and
also we found that current industrial type robot population has exceeded 1:5 million
around the world (cited from IEEE spectrum 2012). However, higher number of
industrial robots are manufactured as general purpose versions in order of to make
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them in higher numbers with lower cost whereas, the special purpose robots are
available lower numbers at extremely high cost. Therefore most of the industrial
users adopt general purpose industrial robots in their production lines and workshops
to achieve maximum prot with lower costs.
Nowadays, people seek higher degree of safety in workplaces as well as industrial
environments so that higher priority must be given on the safety concerns over oper-
ation of the robots as well. By considering above facts, authors have identied that
most commonly use industrial robots inherit higher rigidity due to a higher precision
requirements [16, 70], and hence, found following three common problems that are
to be solved to proliferate the safety and the production process for both robots and
human users/workers. First, robot can have a chance to collide undesirably with an
object or a human operator during operations at dynamic and uncertain conditions.
If any collision could have occurred that would cause to damage both the robot and
the object or the human since industrial robots are transferred very high inertia at the
tool end [47, 69, 116]. Second, if a robot is needed to be calibrated to perform tasks
that require lower rigidity and higher exibility such as grinding, welding, sealing,
pull-out work pieces and so forth, robot controller should be altered to handle the
exibility of those operations [68].
Number of dierent solutions have been proposed and most of them are cur-
rently in practice at industrial production systems. However, most solutions are
required considerable changes to the existing hardware and servo parameters and
also those approaches need manufacturer involvement for complex low-level congu-
ration changes which cost very high in nature, some of such solutions are illustrated in
[47, 67, 78]. Third is to handle the scenario like, if robot could have been mistakenly
performed undesirable operation or malfunctioning on the target object with higher
rigidity that may cause to high losses. In such cases, we believe, being acted on in-
stantaneous exibility at the robot tool-end and by quick switching to the compliance
controller, may keep lesser damage to the both sides by making controller behave to
be fault tolerant and hence which can revoke losses.
In order to provide a global solution to the above circumstances, industrial robot
arms should perform passive motion against; any undesired impact, collision with an
obstacle, shear forces or any other external disturbance forces. It means, remedial
concept is provided by keeping exible motion realization against external forces, as
we proposed under previous states of the research named as force-free control (FFC)
which is extensively described in [116, 117] and references therein.
However, in [68] restricting torque implementation is given for realization of
exible motion though it can not be performed motion against external force on
free space. And also impedance and compliance control strategies provide similar
exibility based on contact forces [47, 67] yet, they can not perform exible motion
on space as given by FFC [118]. Moreover, FFC and impedance control merely
compliance against external contact forces [69][76] rather than controlling exact force
exerted by environment [77, 78].
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In this chapter, we address on rst and third problems described in the above.
Two proles of \Force Compliance Passive Motion Control (FCPMC)" is proposed
to provide the solution for industrial robot safety and fault tolerance requirements.
Our previous approaches FCPMC method is described under two folds based on
the application requirement; rst is called as \force-free control by external torque
(FFC-ET)" [76] and second is named as \force-free control by torque independent
compensation (FFC-TIC)" [116, 117, 119]. In this chapter, we refer FCPMC as an
abbreviation for the proposed controller from here onwards. This also describes,
FCPMC implements under two categories, one is former FFC-TIC is improved by
using genetic algorithm based optimization technique to evaluate more accurate com-
pensation coecients [120, 121, 122], and second is FCPMC is synthesized using
articial neural network to compensate the uncertainties involved [123, 124]. Both
methods are evaluated by comprehensive simulation studies under Performer MK3s
real industrial robot parameters for which identical model has been created using
Matlab/Simulink-Simmechanics of the same robot [19, 73].
Following section describes overview of the industrial robot architecture includ-
ing details of the most common servo controller representations. Then principles and
development of FCPMC with former implementations of FFC-ET and FFC-TIC are
illustrated in brief. An improved version of FCPMC based on the former FFC-TIC
optimized by genetic algorithm is derived. A neural network implementation of the
FCPMC is explained in details as more accurate version of the FCPMC to overcome
the uncertain parameter estimation issues incurred in the previous FFC-ET version.
Finally, possible applications on safety and fault tolerance are discussed with appro-
priate scenarios for the new FCPMC proles including simulation results for verifying
the applicability cum eectiveness of the FCPMC.
7.2 Particulars of industrial type robot arms: an overview
7.2.1 System architecture
An articulated type general industrial robot system is shown in Fig. 7.1-(a). A refer-
ence input generator normally generates the sampled Cartesian trajectory and trans-
forms it into sampled joint trajectories. Sampled joint trajectories are written onto
the servo controller in real-time operation [19]. The servo controller joint trajectory
data drive to actuates joint motors accordingly [126]. According to Fig. 7.1-(b), two-
degree-of-freedom conguration is selected for illustration and clear understanding,
it also uses to derive the proposed force compliance algorithms. The robot arm pa-
rameters are given in the gure as: Kp(orK
p), Kv(orK
v), T , i(or qi) i = 1    3,
lj;mj j = 1; 2, hr;p and r; position and velocity loop gains, reference input sampling
time, joint angles of the robot, link length and mass of corresponding 2 and 3 links of
the performer MK3s robot shown in Fig. 7.1-(a), zero order hold and reference input,
respectively.
Figure 7.1-(b) shows a two-dimensional (2-DOF) global coordinate system along
with a wire-frame of the robot links orientation. Industrial robot arms are devised by
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independent joint controllers based on the decoupled joint dynamics, and driven by
PID servo systems. Servo systems comprises of joint servomotors, which are actuated
with current or voltage controllers to govern torque control of joint servomotors as
in [127].
7.2.2 Kinematics of a robot arm
Typically kinematics includes forward and inverse analysis. Forward kinematic con-
verts joint variables to end-eector variables and it only has unique end-eector so-
lution. It is used for simulation and nd the workspace of manipulators. Forward
kinematic equations determine Cartesian position (x; y) and orientation of the end-
eector, given the arm conguration in joint coordinates (q1(k); q2(k)). Kinematics
reduces to a unique solution as given by(
x = l1 sin q1 + l2 sin(q1 + q2)
x = l1 cos q1 + l2 cos(q1 + q2):
(7.1)
Inverse kinematics converts end-eector variables to joint variables, and typi-
cally inverse case denotes multiple joint angle solutions as well [128]. Inverse trans-
formation method [46] is a general solution for inverse kinematics and it is extremely
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time consuming, hence, troublesome in real-time implementations. It further re-
quires alternative decision equations to eliminate redundancy. Based on \Denavit-
Hartenberg" representation (D-H) [45], Paul et al. [128] proposed an explicit closed
form arm solution for simple robot arms. The simplest geometric approach proposed
by Lee et al. [129] which could be applied to most industrial robot arms in the form
of an explicit solution. For the robot arm illustrated in Fig. 7.1, inverse kinematics
is given by
8<: q2(k) =    cos
 1

l21+l
2
2 2
2l1l2

q1(k) = tan
 1
n
y(k)
x(k)
o
  sin 1
n
l2 sin q2(k)

o (7.2)
where, q(k) = [q1(k); q2(k)]
T , and q1(k); q2(k) are the joint positions of link 1 and
link 2, respectively, k is the sample step number and  =
q
x(k)2 + y(k)2. Then q or
generally given as qd is brought to the servo controller of the industrial articulated
robot arm as reference input.
7.2.3 Dynamics properties of industrial robot arm
Dynamic equation (please refer Chapter 3 for detailed explanation of the dynamic
equations of industrial type robot arms) of the articulated robot arms is given by
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) +D _q+  sgn _q+ g(q) =  s (7.3)
where H(q)q is the inertia matrix, D _q and  sgn _q are viscous and coulomb friction
terms, h(q; _q) is the coupling nonlinear term (Coriolis and centripetal force vector),
g(q) is the gravity matrix term,  s is the input torque to the robot arm joints and q
is the joint angle position vector [46, 47].
If  f (= [1
f ;    ; nf ]T ) is the joint torque corresponding to the external force
F acting on the tip of the robot arm, then joint torque corresponding to the external
force is obtained as follows [46]:
 f = JT F (7.4)
where F is the external force vector and J is the Jacobian matrix.
However, industrial robot arms are employed in predetermined operations and,
therefore, the nonlinear torque disturbances such as centripetal and Coriolis torques,
friction torque and also gravity eects can be estimated. Nonlinearities are usually
minimize by appropriate mechanical design along conned operational specications,
usually for velocity and acceleration. In industrial robot arms, inertia change due to
the varying arm conguration is not considered signicant. Hence, a linear relation-
ship of joint torque and joint acceleration is assumed.
7.2.4 Industrial robots servo controller properties
Figure 7.1(c) indicates the schematic representation of digital form of a single indus-
trial robot servo motor controller. Figure 7.2 shows a joint dynamic controller model
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of a two-link industrial robot arm. Kinematic control of industrial robot arms is based
on the decoupled, linear servo model, which is widely used in todays robotic applica-
tions. A comprehensive details with analysis and examples of this model can be found
in [19]. The two-link version of this dynamic model is also given in Fig. 7.2. Joint
dynamics is governed by the two servo parameters. These parameters are named in
industry as gains of position loop and velocity loop, respectively. The determination
procedures of these parameters can be found in [19, 130]. Referring to this model,
linear joint dynamics Gj(s) is given by
Gj(s) =
j(s)
Uj(s)
=
KpjK
v
j
s2 +Kvj s+K
p
jK
v
j
(7.5)
where, j(s) and Uj(s) are Laplace transforms of j(t) (or qj(t)) and uj(t) (or q
d
j (t)),
respectively. From equation 7.5, linear joint dynamics in time domain can be written
as
j(t) = K
v
j
n
Kpj (uj(t)  j(t))  _j(t)
o
(7.6)
in that j(t) (or qj(t)) and _j(t) (or _qj(t)) are acceleration and velocity of joint vari-
ables j(t) in j
th joint.
Moreover, each joint operates independently and coupling between links is
neglected, are generally assumed. Also Coriolis and centripetal torques are ne-
glected, which cause signicant contributions to contouring performance only at high
speeds [16, 19]. The corresponding joint dynamic model of industrial robot arm is
shown in Fig. 7.2.
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7.3 Force compliance passive motion control (FCPMC) strate-
gies
FCPMC or previously FFC (force-free control) can be dened as exible motion of
an industrial robot arm accomplish in the form of passive motion against an external
force applied to the robot arm, it moves passively against the external force as if robot
would be in a non-gravity and non-friction condition. A full details of the former
force-free control development and two dierent implementations can be found in our
previous work as listed in following sub sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. All cases FCPMC
can be applied without modications to the existing controllers whereas, most of the
solutions found for the same problem need costly changes on hardware, software and
manufacturer consultation.
7.3.1 External torque method
This section is given to describe former implementation of FFC-ET method in brief
and Fig. 7.3 (a) represents the schematic of the FFC-ET and full details of this
type can be viewed in [119, 131]. FFC-ET method needs an accurate force sensor
to measure the applying external force, however, most of the industrial robots are
not equipped with an accurate force sensor originally. For that reason, our next
implementation was developed so that it can be used without force sensor, it needs
embedded torque monitor instead, and also following section 7.3.2 details the same
in brief.
The FFC concept is then derived theoretically by applying gravity and friction
compensation torques to the servo controller for n joints ,  g (= [1
g;    ; ng]T ) is the
gravity compensation torque and  d (= [1
d;    ; nd]T ) is the friction compensation
torque,
 d = D( _q) +  sgn( _q) (7.7)
 g = g(q) (7.8)
where D is coecients of viscous damping matrix,  is coecients of coulomb fric-
tion. The gravity compensation torque ( g) is obtained by calculating from the
instant posture and joint position of the robot arm. The inputs of joint angles qd
(= [q1
d;    ; qnd]T ) are obtained in order to realize FFC-ET as [131];
qd = (Kp) 1f(Kv) 1(K ) 1( f +  g +  d) + _qg+ q (7.9)
where  s = ( f +  g +  d) and q (= [qd;    ; qnd]T ) is the joint angles. Besides,
Kp is a diagonal matrix of Ki
p and Kv, K are diagonal matrices of Ki
v and Ki

respectively. The FFC-ET control scheme can be reduced to an ideal characteristic
form as exclusively described under Chapter 3:
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) =  f : (7.10)
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Figure 7.3: (a): Block Diagram of FFC-ET and (b): Block diagram of FFC-TIC
7.3.2 Torque independent compensation method
FFC-TIC is given when absence of the force measurement available and the robot
arms with very large inertial torques. Most of the industrial robots in operation
include a toque monitor, from that external torque is derived. Full details of this im-
plementation can be found in [117] and [132] and block diagram is depicted in Fig. 7.3
(b). However, nding compensation coecient of f (or s), d and g should be trial
and error which could be costly in time and needed more experience and heuristics
to decide correct values. For that reason, we propose the following optimization ap-
proach of which the above coecient are evaluated based on the specic requirements
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by using a reliable genetic algorithm.
Basic governing equations for FFC-TIC type is listed below. FFC-TIC means
that the eect of inertia, friction and gravity to the robot arm motion can be assigned
as linear combinations with arbitrary coecients; see [117] and references there in.
Then, dynamics of FFC-TIC is described by;
H(q)q+ h(q; _q) = f  f + d  d + g  g (7.11)
where f , d and g are coecients of independent compensation and
 f =  f s    d    g   (H(q)q+ h(q; _q))g (7.12)
is obtained. However, by considering low speed and higher gear ratios noted in [117];
H(q)q + h(q; _q)  0 is assumed. Although,  f =  f s    d    gg is used in this
approach, low speeds and high gear assumptions always being an uncertain and an
explicit property as well and it must be a demerit in this approach and degrade the
same as well. For the same reason also causes to develop the following optimization
approach. Further, following section describes the fair explicit algebraic solution to
the arguable zero dynamic assumption made by early developments.
7.3.3 New algebraic solution to the contradictory zero dynamics assump-
tion
This is to explain a better approximation for FFC-TIC method, an algebraic and an
explicit mathematical model to describes the dynamics of the FFC-TIC. Hence, we
named this as; Extended FFC-TIC of (EFFC).
The problem emerges when it adopts the torque monitor to measure and esti-
mate the external force which acts on robot end-eector. Full details of derivation is
given in Appendix B.
Problem was found that removing inertial and non-linear terms by assuming
very slow operating speed in the equation (7.12).
Proposed algebraic approach, the dynamic equation (7.12) taken as it is, and
then applies mathematical reduction of algebra to obtain the relationship given below
as equation (7.14).
Lets take   to represent the inertia and non-linear terms of the dynamic equation
as equation (7.13);
  = H(q)q+ h(q; _q): (7.13)
  =
f + d
1  f 
d +
f + g
1  f 
g   
f
1  f 
s (7.14)
Therefore, we can take f , d and g as constant parameters to represent coef-
cients as given in above.
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Hence, we can simplify the relationships of coecients with new constant pa-
rameters as;
f+d
1 f =) kd, 
f+g
1 f =) kg and ( )
f
1 f =) ks
where kd, kg and ks are new constant parameters. However, due to denominator
constraint, new coecient parameters should be taken by assuring the condition,
(1  f ) 6= 0.
Therefore,
  = kd  d + kg  g + ks  s: (7.15)
Thus, the nal representation of new extended force-free control (EFFC) input
can be obtain as equation (7.16)
qd = (Kp) 1f(Kv) 1(K ) 1(kd  d + kg  g + ks  s) + _qg+ q (7.16)
.e: extended FFC by independent compensation can be realized proper selection of
new compensation coecients kd, kg and ks.
7.3.4 Optimized coecient of torque method (OCT)
This section describes the new approach to determine the coecients of independent
compensation given in the above subsection 7.3.3. The all governing equations and
concepts described in the above two sections are concerned here as well, though
this will be given as alternative and improved version of the second method. This
method is named as force compliance passive motion control by optimized coecients
of torque, abbreviated as FCPMC-OCT for convenient.
In this method rst we need to create data for the objective function to be
minimized and hence nd the required coecient under minimum error condition.
Creating data can be from either data from tracking temporal data in each sampling
interval of previous experiments or from articially generated data from generated
programs. In the second kind, there is a possibility to create an output trajectory
to be a dened one i.e. it can be formed as a desired passive motion path to be
followed when external force is applied. However, conguring larger deviations of the
normal passive motion is not guaranteed when dening custom passive motion path
by creating articial data for GA.
The FCPMC-OCT is developed around the equation given in under FFC-TIC.
Therefore, the objective function is dened to apply the genetic algorithm (GA) [122,
133] and is given by
 = f(H(q)q+ h(q; _q))  (f  f + d  d + g  g)g: (7.17)
From this, we need to minimize the the function given in T for a dened
time period with dene total number of samples take as N and hence, total time span
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can be taken as tN . Therefore, optimization is accomplished using GA to determine
the values of the parameters f ; d and g, when the nal minimum value of the cost
function  is reached, and cost function or tness function [122] dened as;
 =
1
tN
NX
i=0
8<:T 
0@1 + 10  ( mX
j=0
gj)
1A9=; (7.18)
gj =
(
gj if gj > 0
0 if gj  0
where m denotes total number of constrains imply to the objective function, gj is
given for jth constrain and q 2 <2.
7.3.5 Neural network based force compliance method
In this approach, our main concern is to achieve more precise FCPMC with im-
proved robustness even the presence of existing dynamic modeling errors, uncertain-
ties and possible unknown factors involved and so forth. A Gaussian type neural
network (GNN) is proposed to realize the FCPMC (or FFC-ET) as shown in Fig. 7.4,
hence new controller is named as \FCPMC-GNN".
Fig. 7.4 shows the block representation of developed architecture, and GNN is
used to provide controller action given by equation 7.9. Therefore, following accumu-
lated joint torque input is realized by using GNN in order to get rid of deterioration of
control performance caused by modeling errors in Kp, Kv, K , unknown factors in D
and  and uncertainty in torque measurements  f =  m where  is an uncertainty
factor of torque measurement. GNN is trained by using data created based on the
specic scenario with typical \Back-propagation learning algorithm"
fGNN = f m +D _q+  sgn( _q) + g(q)g: (7.19)
The adapted GNN is dene as follows:
If z is dened to represent each element of the input layer, then the output can be
evaluated based on single hidden layer architecture as:
8><>:
fi(z) = exp [ (z   i)2=f2(i)2g] (i = 1 : : : 10)
i(z) =
10P
i=0
wi fi(z)
(7.20)
where wi and i (= ) (i = 1 : : : 10) denote weight, mean and marginal deviation of
the ith Gaussian node of the network, respectively. Calculation methods and nding
initial parameters of GNN and derivation and simplication details of the equations
are also published in [123, 125] and references therein.
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Figure 7.4: Gaussian Neural Network Model Representation for New FCPMC
7.4 Evaluation of proposed control methodology
7.4.1 Simulation setup and conditions
The articulated robot arm's physical parameters set for the simulation have following
specications; link lengths l1 = 0:25 [m], l2 = 0:215 [m] and masses of the links
m1 = 2:86 [kg], m2 = 2:19 [kg]. I1 and I2 are moment of inertia along the center of
gravity of link 1 and 2. The servo controller parameters are given as follows: The
sampling interval set for simulation t = 0:04 [s], simulation time is 5 [s], position loop
gains are K1
p = K2
p = 25 [1/s], velocity loop gains are K1
v = K1
v = 150 [1/s], torque
constants are K1
 = 0:1045 [Nm/(rad/s2)], K2
 = 0:0605 [Nm/(rad/s2)], friction
coecients of viscous damping are D1 = 4:68 [Nms/rad], D2 = 2:72 [Nms/rad] and
coecients of coulomb friction are 1 = 0:5 [Nm], 2 = 0:5 [Nm]. Coecients of
viscous damping and coecients of coulomb friction are taken from the Performer
MK3s parameters. Gear ratios are used as Gr1 = 160 and Gr2 = 160 for link 1 and
2, respectively as per Performer MK3s robot.
For FCPMC-OCT, population size is taken as 24 for three variables to be cal-
culated, and 0:05 mutation rate is selected and crossover is 0.9. For FCPMC-GNN,
learning rate is taken as  = 0:008 and momentum is selected as 0.01. Number of
data is selected for training GNN by using sampling interval t of 0:004 for 4 [s].
7.4.2 Simulation results
The FCPMC-OCT method calculates the coecients of independent compensation
by using GA according to the cost function dened in equation (7.18) as: f =
1:34; d = 0:36 and g = 0:43 with rounded gures to nearest second decimal point.
Figure 7.5 shows the result obtained from the simulation by applying above parameter
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Figure 7.5: Results of FCPMC-OCT Method for Passive Motion Against Dened Locus
in y-direction with Restricted x
values. For FCPMC-GNN case, results is illustrated in Fig. 7.6 against former FFC-
ET method.
7.4.3 Discussion
In correct context, most of the industrial applications are sought better safety and
fault tolerance in greater degree by any means of less overheads and upgrade costs
involve. In this eort, we are eagerly trying bring a solution to above safety and fault
tolerance issues on existing commonly used industrial robots. Our solution has a lower
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Figure 7.6: Results of FFC-TIC Vs FCPMC-GNNMethod for Same Input External Force
cost and risk property and it also comes as a plug-in to the existing systems without
interfering existing operating conditions. Results taken from the two types of FCPMC
simulations (on real robot dynamics and servo parameter values as given in Performer
MK3s version) are accordance with our expectations from the each methodology at
a higher satisfaction. Result for FCPMC-OCT in Fig. 7.5 shows robot followed a
pre-dened desired locus without any ripples or jerky eects by applying a known
primitive type external force.
Moreover, result of FCPMC-GNN method in Fig. 7.6 is also brought high mo-
tivation about realization of the method in actual robot working in a real production
facility or a workshop. Further, authors are hoping to conduct analysis of proposed
two methods in next step based on: the cross validations and correlations of data
for two optimization methods for larger number of dierent application scenarios,
robustness and reliability checks on long run; to justify and emphasize the statistical
validations for of the FCPMC concepts given in this instinct approach. Therefore,
that will make sense industrial parties to show their interest.
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7.5 Concluding remarks
Two new improved versions of FCPMC have beed proposed and named as FCPMC-
OCT and FCPMC-GNN, respectively. The FCPMC-OCT is proposed based on GA to
avoid ad-hog parameter estimation and implicit assumptions based upon former FFC-
TIC, and FCPMC-GNN is derived to eliminate uncertainty and incorrect modeling
eects of former FFC-ET. The proposed FCPMC can be congured easily and it
can also be easily plug-in to the existing systems. Therefore, cost and risk free
implementation brings high demand of industrial implications.
Chapter 8
Discussion and Conclusions
8.1 General discussion and conclusions
This chapter mainly describes the overall and abstract high-level discussion of the
thesis. Since, an each chapter consists of a specic discussions and concluding re-
marks at the end, most of the inside details would not be included as an abstracted
view by avoiding duplication of the same entries as well. Thesis has made a focused
attempt to contribute in some important areas of passive motion controls (named as
FFC or FCPMC) against external forces acting on industrial robots. Some concep-
tual ideas are presented and a considerable attempt is made to back them up with
experimental results. The work done may open numerous avenues for further work es-
pecially competitive with impedance and admittance type approaches of force control
strategies. However, the limitation in time and resources imposed a great pressure
to make experimental validation as brief as possible. Therefore, the objective of this
chapter is to discuss the positive as well as the negative aspects of the work presented
in the above respective chapters. Finally, suggestions regarding future directions are
made in brief.
This thesis starts with general introduction chapter followed by Chapter 2,
which is entirely devoted to described necessary theoretical, experimental and math-
ematical preliminaries that are used throughout the research. Kinematics, dynamics
and control properties of industrial robot arms and actuators are described with rel-
ative mathematical and architectural view points. And logical arguments with man-
ifests are highlighted in appropriate locations and which are sometimes necessary to
be adapted in practice. General industrial robotics and its intuitive control strategies
are also given in brief. Real time discrete time software based control architecture
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is also illustrated. Throughout the thesis, same software architecture and technique
have been used during experiments.
Chapter 3 described the core concepts of FFC which is illustrated as in se-
quential step development approach. Initially, mathematical background is depicted.
Then modeling of FFC and how it combines to the existing velocity controllers of an
industrial robot are shown. Integrated full edged simulation environment has been
given with comparative descriptions under each respective location. This chapter also
presents the simulation with analysis of FFC for single arm case of an industrial type
arm and applicability for safety is also tested for 2-link case. Simulation results indi-
cate the realization of theoretical model of FFC for dierent kinds of external force
conditions. And an applicability for safe operation under danger due to high rigidity
of industrial robots is also analyzed and veried adaptability of the same for safety
implication through simulation outcomes.
This chapter also move forward to presents the simulation and analysis of the
two FFC strategies FFC-ET and FFC-TIC. Each type is investigated under Mat-
lab/Simulink integrated environment. Simulations are carried out for two FFC mod-
els, for each the model, single and 2-links cases of the industrial type robot arms with
real parameters are investigated. Possible application scenarios are also discussed as
per feasible future developments.
The process of modeling a 2-link planar robot arm with correct mechanical
model, and its interaction with the environment are also carried out at the latter part
of the chapter. With the help of simulation, the ability of the algorithm to match the
real model can easily be identied. The comparison studies of FFC with respect to
an impedance control (IC) technique are also a main aspect of this paper. Therefore,
both techniques are implemented in an integrated simulation environment. Based on
the results, the uses of FFC and IC show that capability of controlling the robot-
environment interaction, especially in those applications where the environment is
completely or partially unknown. Simulation output also shows that similar to that
of IC, the property of compliance the external forces rather than controlling the exact
forces exerted into the environment is also inherited in FFC but in dierent manner.
In Chapter 4, remote control of a robot arm by means of force-free control and
visual template matching is investigated. The reference position of the working side
robot arm is generated by two control schemes, called rough motion and accurate mo-
tion. The remote control was achieved by means of force-free control and visual servo
control scheme was developed using a template matching algorithm. Experimental
results indicate eectiveness of the proposed approach. Fault tolerant capability for
the data loses and communication delays also illustrated by conducting two exper-
iments. First experiment is carried out with data loses and second experiment is
without data loses, and irrespective of the data loses and delays, both cases proposed
and claried that remote control system has been performed well.
Chapter 5 is a subsequent branch for evaluating the system described in Chap-
ter 4. This is devoted for an investigation is carried out for the teleoperation system
to nd out how human factors with cognitive aspects aect the system eectiveness
and performance when it applies in practice. It is essential that we must test the
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system with large number of real scenarios to validate the applicability, if the teleop-
eration system claims to be used in real application. Moreover, especially if a system
has human user involvement and which is a critical factor for fulllment of nal ob-
jectives then a sample of users should be selected with a high degree of variation and
the sample amount must also be higher. The relevance of the real world application
of the teleoperation system, particularly in case of human supervisory involvement,
is highlighted in this paper. Finally, provision of a visual feedback channel for the
human user eectively increased applicability and success rate (eectiveness) of the
teleoperation system regardless of users skills, age and relevance to their major eld
of study.
The another system performance evaluation study carried out as extension to
the chapter 4, has been described in Chapter 6. The evaluated system has a module
to make accurate motions in which, Template Matching (TM) techniques were used to
aid the visual servo control. In which, two dierent types of TM algorithms are used
in the investigation. Therefore, it is revealed that system performance and behavior
are highly depend upon light intensity around robot working space as well as the
color contrast between the target and the target background. From the results, it is
veried that, lower lighting conditions NCC has shown accurate template matching
performance when color contrast between the target object and the background is
higher.
Two new improved versions of FFC alias here as FCPMC have been proposed
in Chapter 7 which are named as FCPMC-OCT and FCPMC-GNN, respectively.
The FCPMC-OCT is proposed based on genetic algorithm (GA) to avoid ad-hog
parameter estimation and implicit assumptions based upon former FFC-TIC. And
FCPMC-GNN is derived to eliminate uncertainty and incorrect modeling eects of
former FFC-ET. The proposed FCPMC can be congured easily and it can also be
easily plug-in to the existing systems. Therefore, cost and risk free implementation
would bring high demand of industrial implications.
8.2 Future directions
There are open problems to be solved before applying FFC and its derivative control
strategies to real robots which are currently being executed in production oors.
Here, I would like to encourage an incremental approach where the robots start with
a comprehensive set of practical safety objectives. In that case, possibly preventing
unexpected collisions between industrial robot and human operators or other dynamic
objects. And for which, one can start to develop its own passive motion behaviors to
employ its end eectors to realize situation dependant behaviors. That must agree
with safety objectives to be expected by implementing FFC on existing robots.
At times, robots with higher degree of freedom to be handled, for which, further
exploration of specic technology for redundancy resolution of robot manipulators
are needed. Because of morphological advantage of them to realize FFC for safety
objectives is invaluable. Redundancy gives room to have many joint velocity vectors
lying in the null-space of the end-eector. This means that there can be innitely
many joint congurations for a given end-eector conguration. Therefore, adapting
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FFC control for each joint actuators independently would be an over design and hence
it might impair for prot oriented businesses. Therefore, redundancy can sometimes
be seen as a morphological resource to realize safety by attaching FFC on industrial
robots, where less number of independent FFC units in a robot might be enough to
achieve required passive motions against undesired collisions. However, robots with
redundant actuators have never been analyzed or experimented during this research.
An important aspect not discussed in this thesis is proposing an appropriate
switching mechanism between proposed FFC and a original robot controller. It is
a must have entity because, non of FFC development would not be impled in real
industrial environment if robot would not be able to automatically switched from
normal operation to FFC when it could face an illegal touch or collision during an
operating session. It will be fascinating if the robots have intelligent switching mech-
anism and coupled vision ability along with FFC. In fact, hence robot can mimic the
humans to adapt and decide when to proceed switching to a safety scheme if robot
facing a threat. An extension would be an application of Neuro-fuzzy based FFC
in which, advices/experiences of human operators and by fusing them appropriately
whenever necessary through fuzzy rules. That is also hand to evolve a synergetic
reasoning engine for reducing possible uncertainty/noise of friction, interference and
other modeling parameters.
One other important feature would be to have is, mechatronic actuator back-
drivability, in which rigid actuator can be move by applying external forces. In most
actuator-gear systems being subjected to the static and dynamic friction, even though,
some applications need those actuators to be back-drivable under small external con-
tact toques or forces. Most rehabilitation type robots need to be more exible by
making those actuators back-drivable. Thereby, FFC of intelligent kind would be a
good future choice for taking care of those kind of requirements. Because, neural
network based FFC can be altered to handle the dierent levels of friction smoothly
hence, choice of which would have higher implication potential for future extensions.
Appendix A
Digital Control Analysis
A.1 DC motor for robotic systems
A.1.1 Equation of motion
Figure A.1: (a)shows schematic diagram of a motor, gear, wheel and chassis.
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(b) Simple model of a robot
Figure A.1: Mobile Robot Model
Let's take DCmotor input voltage ea [V], angular velocity of the rotor !M [rad/s]
and voltage constant of the motor Ke, then following relationship can be expressed.
!M =
ea
Ke
(A.1)
And, if radius of the tyre r [m] and moving speed of the robot v [m/s], then
distance traveled in time t [s], x [m] is given by
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v = r!M =
r
Ke
ea (A.2)
x = vt =
r
Ke
tea (A.3)
In Fig. A.1 (b) distinguish the block model of the mobile robot in simplied
form.
A.1.2 Feed back control
As in Fig. A.1 robot starts from x0 [m] and stop at 0 [m] position by controlling
velocity, hence, velocity v can be written as v = xo=; T , where ; T is xed sam-
pling time. However, if velocity is not zero at the end position it should be force to
zero to stop the robot movement. To achieve control property, we introduce control
parameter Kp and by v =  Kp; x we could be able to control the robot v = 0 [m/s].
From that variable mobile robot can be moved with desired speed to the desired
destination. If ; T = 0 then model can be shown as Fig. A.2 (b).
v x1
s
Kp- ∆T
Sampling & Hold 
Reference input v x1
s
Kp-
Reference Input 
position
(a) Robot digital control (b) If sampling time is very small (T ' 0)
Figure A.2: Mobile Robot Controller
Let's take initial position xo [m], starting velocity vo [m/s] and one sample time
T , robot will reach to the new position x1 [m] then, it can be given by
x1 = x0 + v0T = (1 KpT )x0 (A.4)
and from position x1 if new velocity is given by v1 then v1 =  Kpx1 that is,
x2 = x1 + v1T = (1 KpT )x1 = (1 KpT )2x0: (A.5)
Therefore, general relationship can be obtain if sampling time is constant for
entire process, and again v =  Kpx exists.It can be shown as
xi = (1 KpT )ix0 (A.6)
s.t.
j1 KpT j < 1 (A.7)
When i ! 1, (1   KpT )1 = 0 as xiji!1 = 0, but on the other hand if
j1   KpT j > 1 then oscillations will occur which is caused to instability, even if
varying the Kp. Therefore, it should be prevented to reach the Kp = 1=T .
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A.1.3 Changing proportional gain Kp
Following cases are illustrated in Fig. A.3, as (a) Kp < 0 and not satisfy the condition
in A.7, (b)Kp < 1 it satises the A.7, (c)Kp > 1 and then satises A.7 and (d)Kp > 2
while satisfying A.7; all cased T is maintained to be 0:1 [s].
Graphs are given for each of the above cases, where x0 =  1 [m] and simulation
time t [s] is for all cased 0:65 [s]. Controller is given as v = Kpx.
(a) For any of the three values of Kp, responses are not reach to the desired
input value 0 [m] level.
(b) In this case, Kp is selected as comply with A.7.
(c) Overshoot occur in each of the depicted graphs in A.3 (c) and increasing Kp
tends to unstable the system response.
(d) Overshoot occurs for all cases and increasing Kp oscillation amplitude also
increasing which creates controller unstable.
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Figure A.3: Simulation of Mobile Robot,(T = 0:1 [s])
A.1.4 Changing sampling time T
Simulations are carried out by keeping constant Kp = 10 while varying sample time.
Results are given in Fig. A.4 (a) and (b), it is very clear that better controller action
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Figure A.4: Simulation of Mobile Robot, (KP = 10)
can be achieved when lower the sampling time at 1 [ms] level, and tracking is highly
undesirable for higher sampling time cases which are shown in highly oscillatory
responses.
A.1.5 Simulation for motor properties
Motor properties are given in A.3, is simulated under two conditions which are also
shown in Fig. A.5 (a)voltage and speed and (b)transient properties.
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(a) Motor voltage and speed relationship model (b) Model of transient property
Figure A.5: Motor Model
Here by taking r=Ke = 1 as Fig. A.2 (b) and Fig.A.6 (a) can be shown as
X(s)
Ux(s)
=
KpKv
s2 +Kvs+KpKv
(A.8)
where four set of conditions are interested Kv = 40, Kp < 4Kv, Kp > 4Kv and
Kp = 4Kv simulations are given in A.6 (b).
A.1.6 Digital representation of a motor controller model
In practice T is always dicult to control because if it will cause to create faster
system responses, therefore when decreasing Kp will again cause to increase the set-
tling time hence tendency of adding noise is greater. Therefore, 2nd order systems
can not be controlled with single controller parameter Kp for appropriate sampling
time, as in Figs. A.7 and A.8.
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Figure A.6: 2nd Order Model of a Mobile Robot
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Figure A.7: Digital Control Model
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Appendix B
Motor Anatomy and Digital
Architecture
B.1 DC Motor Characteristics
According to the laws of physics we derive the equations of motion of the DC motor,
an then derive the transfer function. In addition, here we ignore the friction in the
analysis.
B.1.1 Analysis of the DC motor
The DC motor, as shown in Fig. B.1: Rotor, armature, magnet, commutator, brush
from coil wound with wire to the core is constructed. Here, B [Wb/m2] is magnetic
ux density in, n is the number of turns of the coil, l [m] is the length of the coil
across the magnetic eld, diameter of the coil is D [m], current to ow through the
coil is Ia [A], JM [kg m
2] is moment of inertia of the armature.
l  
D
N pole S
B
n
J
i a
M
Current
                    Brush 
Coil
Commutator
electrode
Magnet
Figure B.1: Conguration of the DC motor
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B.1.2 Angular acceleration and rotational force of the armature by elec-
tromagnetic force
Cross-sectional view thereof given in Fig. B.2
N S
B
i
 a
i
 a
F
F
B
Figure B.2: Cross-sectional view of the DC motor
Current of the magnetic eld in the electromagnetic force F [N]
F = l B ia (B.1)
That means, if you produce electromagnetic force at both ends of the coil, torque
TM [Nm] is generated by rotational force in the armature.
TM = F D=2 2 = n l DB ia = KT ia (B.2)
KT = n l DB (B.3)
Here, KT [Nm/A] is a torque constant. This torque, generates angle acceleration in
armature _!M [rad/s
2] as given below.
_!M =
d
dt
!M =
TM
JM
=
KT
JM
ia (B.4)
B.1.3 The counter-electromotive force by electromagnetic induction
Rotation speed of the motor (angular speed) !M [rad/s] obtained by integrating the
angular acceleration,
!M =
Z TM
JM
dt: (B.5)
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This angular velocity of the coil results
vM =
D
2
!M (B.6)
tangential velocity vM [m / s]. Since the coil across the magnetic eld as shown in
Fig. B.3, induced electromotive force e = l B vM [V] is generated by electromagnetic
induction, .
N S
B
v
B
M
v
M
e e
Figure B.3: Generation of induced electromotive force
ee [V] was the total induced electromotive force of all, due to the back EMF.
ee = e 2 n = n l DB !M = Ke!M (B.7)
Ke = n l DB (B.8)
Ke [Vs/rad] is the induced voltage constant, induced voltage constant and torque
constant are equal.
B.1.4 Electrical circuit of DC motor
Voltage to be applied to the armature ea [V], Ra [
] is the electrical resistance of the
coil, La [H] is the inductance shown in Fig B.4, then current ia [A] owing through
the armature given as;
La
d
dt
ia +Raia = ea   ee = ea  Ke!M : (B.9)
Here, Te [s] the electrical time constant given as follows,
Te =
La
Ra
: (B.10)
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Figure B.4: Electrical circuit diagram of the motor
B.1.5 Equation of motion of the DC motor
Enter the current of the armature ia, equation of motion of the motor to the output
rotational force TM and it will be evaluated from (B.4),
TM = KT ia: (B.11)
In addition, ia = JM _!M=KT can be obtained from equation (B.9) by substitut-
ing the expression (B.4):
LaJM
KT
!M +
RaJM
KT
_!M +Ke!M = ea (B.12)
This is the input voltage ea applied to the armature,the obtained a dierential
equation becomes the equation of motion of the DC motor and output (number of
revolutions) !M is angle of the armature.
From this equation of motion, block diagram of the motor as Fig. B.5 then, the
number of transfer GM(s) is expressed as;
GM(s) =
!M(s)
Ea(s)
=
KT
LaJMs2 +RaJMs+KTKe
(B.13)
If the constant Ts is suciently small electrical time, i.e. in the case of La ' 0,
Fig. B.6 it could also be written as in Fig. ??, hence, the transfer function Gs(s) is
given as;
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Figure B.5: Block diagram of the DC motor
Gs(s) =
!M(s)
Ea(s)
=
KT
RaJMs+KTKe
: (B.14)
The mechanical time constant of the motor constant Ts [s] expressed when the
step response of this system as follows;
Ts =
RaJT
KTKe
: (B.15)
ω
M
JM
1
K
-
K
 e
i
 a1 M
e
 a
e
 e
a
R sT
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Figure B.6: Block diagram of the case constant smaller electrical time
B.2 Rigid coupling with the two mass model
B.2.1 Connection of the motor mechanism
FigureB.7 the motor as shown does not used alone, mechanism and motor are used
in connected via a gear.
Here, The JM [kg m
2] is the moment of inertia of the armature, NG reduction
ratio of the gear, KL [N m] spring constant of the mechanism,, JL [kg m
2] moment of
inertia of the mechanism, DL [N ms] is the viscous friction coecient of the mecha-
nism.
Block diagram of a two mass model is illustrated in Fig. refg motor-8 then
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Figure B.7: Connection of the motor mechanism
transfer function of the two mass model and represented as G2(s).
G2(s) =
!M(s)
Ea(s)
= KT (JLs
2 +DLs+KL)=
h
LaJMJLs
4 + JM(LaDL +RaJL)s
3
+
n
LaKL(JM + JL=N
2
G) +RaJMDL + JLKeKT )
o
s2
+
n
LaKLDL=N
2
G +RaKL(JM + JL=N
2
G) +DLKeKT )
o
s
+KL(RaDL=N
2
g +KTKe) ] (B.16)
---- N
L
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L a a+Rs
1 1 1 1 1 1ia
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ee
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Figure B.8: Block diagram of the two mass model
B.2.2 Rigid body combined model
If it can be approximated mechanism and motor shown in Fig. B.9 and is rigid bonded,
mass model it becomes rigid binding model that set with innite spring constant KL.
Here, The moment of inertia of the composite armature JT (= JM + JL=N
2
G)
[kg m2], and DT (= DL=N
2
G) [N m s] is a viscous friction coecient of the composite
armature of mechanism and gear.
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Figure B.9: Block diagram of the rigid body binding model
The transfer function G1(s) of rigid body binding model of two mass model of
equation( ref eq: G2)and by placing the innity the transfer function G2(s) repre-
sented with KL .
G1(s) =
KT
LaJTs2 + (LaDT +RaJT ) s+RaDT +KTKe
(B.17)
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Figure B.10: Block diagram of the rigid coupling simple model
In addition, if constant Ts is suciently small electrical time, i.e. in the case of
La ' 0, Fig. B.9 and B.10 be rewritten as the transfer function GT (s) is as;
GT (s) =
!M(s)
Ea(s)
=
KT
RaJTs+RaDT +KTKe
: (B.18)
B.3 Measurement of the parameters of the DC motor
The measurement parameters is performed using a rigid coupling simplied model of
the transfer function shown in Fig. B.10. From Equation (refeq:GT), parameters of
mechanism and motor Ra, KT , Ke, JT , and DT , are measured in this order.
A circuit diagram for the measurement is shown in Fig. B.11. Here, Rs [
]
is electrical resistance of the armature current measurement, (example 1[
],10[W]),
voltage amplication gain of the amplier is AV 1. relationship voltage applied voltage
amplication gain of AV 2 , the motor and output voltage from the D/A converter on
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Figure B.11: Circuit diagram for the measurement
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the PC with the vDA is eDA = AV 1vDA, relationship of vAD input voltage to the A/D
converter and PC eAD voltage measurement is vAD = AV 2eAD, if I want to measure
the angle M angular velocity and !M of the motor by a pulse counter.
Therefore, it is armature current ia shown calculation and armature voltage ea
is given below.
ea = eDA   eAD = AV 1vDA   vAD=AV 2 (B.19)
ia =
eAD
Rs
=
vAD
RsAV 2
(B.20)
Next, Fig. ?? depicted the step response of the motor when it is a Ea magnitude
is measured.
The response, it is substituting step input Ea
s
to the expression: (B.18).
!M(s) =
KT
RaJTs+RaDT +KTKe
 Ea
s
(B.21)
!M(t) =

1  e 
RaDT+KTKe
RaJT
t

KTEa
RaJT
(B.22)
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Figure B.12: Step response of the DC motor
B.3.1 Total armature resistance
The armature resistance Ra, i.e. counter-electromotive force ee is 0 when the angular
velocity !M = 0 Motor to prevent rotation so that, it can be determined and by
measuring the armature current ia when gave armature voltage ea
Ra =
ea
ia
(B.23)
Resistance varies depending on the state of the brush and commutator, It is necessary
to measure in several places.
B.3.2 Measurement of the induced voltage constant torque and constant
First, Fig.B.12 using the step response of, to obtain the induced voltage constant Ke
torque and constant KT . Fig. B.10, the back EMF ee so Ke!M , armature current ia
is expressed by
ia =
ea   ee
Ra
=
ea  Ke!M
Ra
: (B.24)
Thus, the induced voltage constant Ke torque and constant KT , is measured
armature current iaa(1) when the step response has a steady angular velocity !M
and 1),
KT = Ke =
ea  Raia(1)
!M(1) (B.25)
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B.3.3 Measurement of the moment of inertia (inertia)
Moment of inertiaJT is and we put t!1 in the step response by the formula (B.22),
!M(1) = KTEa
RaJT
(B.26)
From
JT =
KTEa
Ra!M(1) (B.27)
it can be determined.
B.3.4 Measurement of viscous friction coecient
The viscous friction coecient DT , time constant TD [s], step response is determined
by the formula (B.22)
TD =
RaJT
RaDT +KTKe
(B.28)
from the following equation
DT =
RaJT  KTKeTD
RaTD
=
JT
TD
  KTKe
Ra
(B.29)
B.4 Control of the DC motor
In order to control the DC motor, and a position loop for controlling the angle M is
to be constructed. As a minor loop, velocity loop for controlling the angular velocity
!M , further, there is a case to construct a current loop to control the armature current
ia.
B.4.1 Conguration of the current loop
I congured the current loop as Fig. B.13, i.e. the amplication gain of the amplier
is K1 and K
g
a is the current gain.
---- N
L
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1 1 1 1 1 1ia
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Figure B.13: Transfer function of the current loop
Further, in order to analyze the motor alone, removed the mechanism as shown
in: Fig. B.14. When back EMF ee ' 0, i.e. relationship of ia for 0 small angular
velocity !M ' 0 and ua is denoted by;
Ia(s)
Ua(s)
=
KgaK1
Las+K
g
aK1 +Ra
(B.30)
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Figure B.14: The current loop in the motor
Because it is constant, Tea electrical time of a current loop is formed when;
Tea =
La
KgaK1 +Ra
< Tea: (B.31)
The relationship of !M and ua is given by;
!M(s)
Ua(s)
=
KgaK1KT
(KgaK1 +Ra)JMs+KTKe
(B.32)
Which requires a constant mechanical time Tsa when I formed a current loop is given
as;
Tsa =
(KgaK1 +Ra)JM
KTKe
= Ts +
KgaK1
KTKe
> Ts: (B.33)
Therefore, when form a current loop, reducing the electrical time constant, to
increase the mechanical time constant there is work to be done, it is possible that
La ' 0 is regarded.
When it was carrier frequency of the PWM is low and the number of KHz,
motor to vibrate at that frequency, Since the noise is generated, install the external
inductance as a low-frequency lter had. Therefore, current response was so worse,
the current loop for the compensation was crossed. However, the carrier frequency
of the PWM is increased at present, the external inductance by eliminating the need
to install is exhausted, it can be thought of as a La ' 0, and do not have to form a
current loop.
Therefore, it is assumed that La ' 0 is later, a conguration that does not bear
current loop.
B.4.2 Conguration of the velocity loop
The conguration of the velocity loop in rigid upon binding is shown in Fig. B.15
Here, Speed gain is the integral time of the control TI to K
g
v is given as;
TM = KT ia = KT eAD=Rs: (B.34)
Relationship of !M and uv is given as
!M(s)
Uv(s)
=
(TIs+ 1)K
g
vKT
TIRaJTs2 + TI(RaDT +RaKTKe +K
g
vKT )s+K
g
vKT
=
KgvKT
RaJTs+RaDT +RaKTKe +K
g
vKT  RaJT=TI + Ra(DT+KTKe JT =TI)TIs+1
(B.35)
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Figure B.15: The velocity loop in rigid upon binding
Here, the integration time TI is shown
TI =
DT +KTKe
JT
(B.36)
The ability to adjust and as in Fig. B.17 it can be as simple as that of Fig. B.16.
However,JT , DT from change depending on the state of the mechanism, and , be
careful the approximate and an adjustment, because it can only be approximately
represented.
!M(s)
Uv(s)
=
KgvKT
RaJTs+K
g
vKT
=
KgvKT
RaJT
s+ K
g
vKT
RaJT
=
Kv
s+Kv
(B.37)
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Figure B.16: Approximate model of the speed loop
B.4.3 Structure of the position loop
The structure of the position loop in rigid upon binding is shown in Fig. B.18. Here,
TI has been adjusted properly, as in Fig.B.16, and can be represented by the approx-
imation model, Kgp is a position gain.
The relationship of M and up is determined by following equation and it can
be represented by the quadratic approximation model shown in Fig. B.19.
M(s)
Up(s)
=
KgpK
g
vKT
RaJTs2 +K
g
vKTs+K
g
pK
g
vKT
=
KgpK
g
vKT
RaJT
s2 + K
g
vKT
RaJT
s+
KgpK
g
vKT
RaJT
=
KpKv
s2 +Kvs+KpKv
(B.38)
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Figure B.18: The position loop in rigid upon binding
Response becomes oscillatory be insucient braking if Kv < 4Kp, you can
adjust the Kp to be a Kv  4Kp. In this case, since it is a response similar to the
primary model, it is regarded as a Kv  4Kp, it may be represented in the rst
approximation model that is approximated by a rst-order model and as shown in
Fig. B.20.
M(s)
Up(s)
=
Kp
s+Kp
(B.39)
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Figure B.20: First approximation model
B.4.4 Connection to the PC controller
Here we will explain how to connect to a PC's controller. I carried out it and it is
connected as in Fig. B.11.
It is shown in Fig. B.21 when building the current loop.
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Figure B.21: System conguration diagram for building the current loop
Next, we show a case where not having a current loop. If you use a torque
monitor, it is necessary to correct voltage drop of the current detection resistor eAD =
Rsia. A shown in Fig. B.22, (1 + Rs=Ra)ea current-sensing resistor Rs minute the
system block diagram of a case of correcting using the eAD that measured is shown
in Fig. B.23 the system conguration diagram of a case of correcting.
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If you do not use a torque monitor, the case of calculating from TM = JT!M
torque TM is shown in Fig. B.24.
The system described above, will be selected as required.
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Figure B.24: System conguration diagram of the case of not using the torque monitor
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